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FOR EVERYONE IN THE BUSINESS OF MUSIC 

Universel plan sees 

four become three 
Universal Music UK chairir ceo John Kennedy has nearly eight over the future shape of the newly- 
by outlining a new look label struc- ture that shrinks the group's four 

Kennedy has opted to combine Universal and Island to create a new division called Universal/ Island. Mercury and Polydor wil| continue as before, although the latter will be significantly boosted with the addition of US repertoire from Geffen, DreamWorks and Interscope. Island chief Marc Marot is the leading candidate for the new posi- tion of managing director of Universal/lsland, However, Kennedy says he has two potential external candidates waiting in the wings if Marot unex- pectedly décidés to turn down the 

or handling repertoire from US Is MCA, Universal and uncertainty Motown. The latter was previously 80 staff, some from PolyGram's 
the streaming change has been adopted because Motown is now part of the Universal group in the US. If and when Marot accepts the Universal/lsland job, Kennedy will then be left with a choice between the général managers at Universal/lnterscope, MCA/ 

in the rationalisation. Kennedy says functions such as A&R and marketing are likely to be shared across Universal/lsland rather than maintaining separate 

and Crossingham, Matt Voss and Jason Guy respectively - for the number two post at the group. Kennedy says he will then work closely with the new managing director and his deputy to con- struct the Universal/lsland man- agement team and ensure there is no favouritism, "1 do want to be involved in cre- 

will find new premises for Universal/lsland, although the label will operate from either St Peters Square or Mandeville Place 
Howard Berman's Mercury will continue to handle repertoire for 

! company se 
Mercury while repertoire from Island in the US, recently com- bined with the Mercury group in 

Coalition cornes under Warner UK's wing 
Warner Music Coalition Recordings is being absorbed into the major's UK opération just days after Nick Phillips took up the post of chair- 

Muslc Europe's retirlng président (see story below), in consultation with Phillips. The move. which was announced to Coalition's 14 Hh"lipS- 
the remainder of China and sig- repertoire se 

January 1997 after Wamer Music International acquired PWL International outright from Pete Waterman in the summer of 1996. Wamer had taken an Initial 50% stake in the joint venture out- fit with Waterman In 1991. Run by managing director Peter Price from the East West building, Coalition has several UK-slgned acts, but is better known for han- dling European-signed acts includ- ing Sarah Brlghtman from 

lumkeller to retire from Warner Europe 
c Europe président Manfred Zumkeller is to retire at the end of February following eight years overseeing the company's European opérations. Zumkeller, whose contract expired at the end of December, intends to return to his native Germany to pursue other enter- tainment business Sjjj&BS 

in about the future si 

departure vi e specula- 

The company has held talks 
chief Roger Ames about a possi- ble rôle. Under one scénario Ames could take London Records to Warner, while assuming a wider international rôle at the company, It is understood that Ames, who is still under contract to PolyGram 

(now Universal) making a décision aoout ms future plans. Zumkeller joined Warner Germany in 1983, becoming senior VP of the major's European opérations in 1991 and président in 1995. 
expanded its opérations ih 

Cooltempo's Lynden David Hall fotmed half of a double lir UK talent when he performed at the Brits nominations lai London's Cafe de Paris last week. The singer shared the event with fellow best British neweomer nominees Anoth also in the runnlng for the best British maie solo artist pr Robbie Williams, who has a record six nominations, lan E Butler and Fatboy Slim. However, there was no room for ( in the category, even though his album Ladies & Gentlem Of was the Christmas number one and has so far gone sii platinum in the UK. See Brits coverage p3  



AN INDEPENDENT WITH GROWING SELF-RELIANCE 
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Wl W COMMENT 
THE REAl COST OF FOCUS ^ Ail acts are created equal. but some are definitely mor equal than others by the time it cornes to marketing their first release. 1999 is only a few weeks old but one likely trend 1s already apparent. Talking to labels across the spectrum, it seems clear most are planning to focus more resources on fewer releases. Size of campaign, it appears, will matter. In a way this is inévitable given the state of the market | at the moment. Such are the costs of entry that many labels feel obliged to play an all-or-nothing game. But is this really the best way forward? While increased | focus is a natural response to the current trading conditions, it doesn't bode too well for much of the music 1 we will be served up this year. Smaller rosters make sense. The easy mistake to make is believe that the same (or increased) level of marketing spend should still be divided between these fewer acts. This can only increase the pressure on those that remain to succeed - and speed up the end of a career in the face of perceived failure. It would be heartening to be able to predict that 1999 will be the year of more measured artist development, but it seems this is unlikely when it cornes to the majors. For most of them, hit-driven as they have to be, the sums just do not add up. The gossipy figures circulating about the levels at which some current chart acts are unrecouped are just plain scary. In theory this increases the opportunities for smart independents who can take the longer view. Yet with the m and retail Inevitably so geared towards the charts, theory and practice do not always coincide. There is no easy solution, other than sticking by what you believe. But it is certainly easier to do this when you are not thousands of pounds in the hole. It is a faint hope, but maybe if everyone started from more realistic positions, the real winners would have time to pull through. Ajax Scott 

TEETERING INTO LISTOMANIA AGAIN Lists. Haven't you had enough of them? l'm not talking about the latest Brits nominees, which altogether is a pretty représentative sample with the provision (as I have been banging on about now for at least two years) that the voting academy is almost incapable of selecting anything un-trendy. The lack of Spice Girls and the Lighthouse family could be put down to fatigue, although the public don't think so. But in the international area no Boyzone, Celine, Mavericks, or Garbage might produce a raised eyebrow or two. And when the viewers of The Box sit down to vote they will be hard pushed to find a Steps video even though they've dominated the viewers request chart for most of the 
No, the lists l'm talking about are those seemingly perpetually published by magazines or retail chains under the heading "The Définitive Best Hundred Singles Featuring a Banjo" or something similar. They attract huge amounts of publicity when ail they consist of are a snapshot in time compiled by a few anoraks, or whoever fills in a form without the latest chart to hand. I mean, who seriously would think today that Be Here Now belongs way up in the Top 100 albums of ail time? Certainly not Noël Gallagher for one. 1 think Q magazine started the latest bout of this with their funny Top 10s, but the extension into "Top 100 singles of ail time" land can only really provide a guide to the mood of the time and something for a magazine PR person to work with. 1 suppose they can occupy a few minutes as you try and discover some masterpiece that the whole world but you has heard of - but that rareiy happens. Then you spend a much longer time hunting around in the small print to find that 17 penguins and a dog from Rochdale were the entire voting academy. Well at least the good thing Is that these lists and subséquent promotions sell more catalogue for us ail. Don't they? 
Jon Webster's column is a personal view 

Keogh sues over PolyGram Ireland 3        U» .,kn daims his depar- defence wdl be Keogn s o • 7 I hic ripnar- defence will be Keogh'  Seagram faces Its first high profile future, "e also «d3™ P
nts Keogh is establishing légal action since acquiring ture from the Irish b se reCord label and pubhshlng PolyGram after former PolyGram to conf uct've d'®™n

S n0 reasons ny called Dark House In Ireland managing directe. Keogh filed an lr£lm lawsuit in Dublin last week claiming breach 
  ■ „ mccnnc nv'called Dark House In Grange 
why was^not behîg allowed to Corn « — 

Keogh, who left PolyGram last November, allégés in the proceed-   ings, issued in the Irish High Court he "had last Monday (January 11), tha' "" was given six months' notic quit by then PolyGram UK c man John Kennedy following nt_. , two years of discussions about his ing 

, UOUtliy VïicrMW". I want to try and do a two-way 
f^ems^sayln^that'in L'XthintosLln Ireland ber 1997 the PolyGram and they look after my stuff In hnss wrote to him saying UK," he says. 

PolyGram or he w ■•orizons. Kennedy adds 

Keogh adds he has already met for&a new rôle in with most UK indies, but has still auld move to new to slgn an act. Kennedy says he expects to 16 will be defend- appoint a new Universal Ireland und part of the managing director shortly.   

Wrilers to gel cover 

ogainst wrils on hits 

ism under a groundbreaking ilicy developed by vétéran UK industry Insurance special- ibertson Taylor. Company chairman Willie ' " pioneers of ce for the Robet 
past three Original Copyright I has been in deveic, than a year following a request from John Cohen, senior partner at solic- itors Clintons, about whether such a soheme existed. It has been devised following extensive consul- tation with a number of UK and US lawyers. as well as leading musicol- ogist Peter Oxendale. The launch of the policy cornes just a month after Lord Lloyd- Webber won a US court viotory over an unknown songwriter who sued him claiming he had stolen the song Phantom Of The Opéra. Such cases have been a particular prob- lem in the US, where some lawyers have reportedly been encouraging clients to launch multi-million dollar actions on a contingency fee basis. The policy will provide com- s and lyricists with Worldwide - ■ ■ and the costs se is brought 

M 
against them on such grounds infringement of copyright, fal attribution of authorship 
written dunng the life of the policy. Previously coverage has only been available under complex and expensive général errors and ommissions schemes, says Robertson Taylor managing director 

5 very well 

cover for légal cc of damages if 

never going to scheme of things it 
Silcock déclinés to name the involved, but says on the number of the number of is the writer has previously faced, their success in the US 
One of the UK's leading song- writers has already taken out a pol- icy and more are expected to follow 

Strong festive season 
pushes up HMV sales 

to Januai The re in 8.2% ris year-on-year in the crucial Christ- mas run-up with comparable sales for HMV Media Group as a whole ris- ing by 4.9% over the same period. Group finance director Neil Bright says, "On the music side, Brian McLaughlin and his team executed a fantastic Christmas in terms of the offer and our néw stores per- formed well, particularly Trafford Park and Edinburgh." HMV is 

the nine weeks up to January 2 this year. Entertainment was highlighted as having performed particularly 

Doritos to bock live music 
launched a long-term live music sponsorship campaign after linking up with MTV and Virgin Radio. The snack brand is committing a seven-figure sum in the first year of a campaign which sees it backing the MTV Live programme, a daily live music feature on Virgin Radio and a 

Supporting the brand's current Loudest Taste On Earth strategy, the deal is the latest to be put together by music marketing company Music Innovations whose previous tie-ups indude the Spice Girls' commercial deals and MasterCard's Brits spon- 
Music Innovations managing rector Robert Dodds says Doritos 

and has committed itself to the lit promotion for at least the next thre 
Doritos will begm sponsoring tt MTV Live programme from lal 

Doritos: live music pledge 
February, while other support inoludes backing the broadcaster's live music weekend in October. On Virgin Radio an exclusive live track will feature in a five-minute evening programme being presented by Jamie Broadbent and going out at 7.30pm every weekday in two eight- week runs starting in March. Doritos is also working with the NUS and some of the UK's largest student unions on a sériés of initia- tives, including giving funding to upgrade the NUS Ents ticket line and settmg up an online booking service. 
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Virgin opts to shut 
Marble Arch outlet 
Virgin Retail Is to pull the plug on one ot its key central London stores - but is now actively look- ing for a replacement site. The Marble Arch Megastore, which opened in 1985, will close its doors for the last time on February 28, although the retaller has vowed to increase its trading space significantly in central London over the next two years. 
store further down Oxford Street - its first ever - prlor to replacing it with a new shop vlrtually opposite in the second half of the year. Virgin managing director Simon Wright says the limitations of the Marble Arch building prevent the retailer from offering the kind of store it considers approprlate for the West End. "Whiie we obviously regret hav- ing to close the Marble Arch store, it is essential to continually look 
says. • Virgin Retail is reiterating its support for new music with a pro- motion startlng today (Monday), offering 75 new or recently-broken artist CDs at two for £20. Titles in the campaign, which follows a slm- llar promotion a year ago, include Mercury Rev's Deserter's Songs, 
On, 

e & Sebastian's Boy «un me > Strap and Gomez's Bring It 
The Corrs, whose Talk On 
seven-times pfatinum in the UK last week, are among the guests on Tears Of Stone, the forthcomîng ail-star album by The Chieftains (pictured with the : act). The follow-i the Gi ig The Long Black Veil, it has been put together by the band's leader Paddy Moloney over the past five years and is being released on RCA Victor on February 22. Bonnie Raitt, Joni Mitchell, Mary Chapin Carpenter and Sinead 
the project, whiie The Corrs' contribution, I Know My Love, will be issued subsequently as a single, although a release date Is still to be conflrmed. 

Vital strikes XL deal 

in distribution coup 
Vital Distribution has struok its most significant deal since linking up with RTM 18 months ago by seouring an arrangement to handle XL Recordings. The distributor will take over sales and distribution for the Com- pany, which is half-owned by Beggars Banquet and its associated Locked On label, on March 1, bring- ing to an end XL's long-running rela- tionship with Warner Music. In a paraliel move, Vital wili also take over ail Beggars' mid-price cata- logue which is currently handled by Warner. Vital already looks after the company's full-price titles. Vital director Peter Thompson says securing XL is a "dream corne true" for his company. "It's an enormous deal both com- mercially and psychologically be- cause there aren't many labels of the calibre of XL around," he says. "XL has made an enormous impact on the music scene in the past few years and will continue to make an impact and: show what a diverse label it is." Vital has handled a sériés of releases for the independent Com- pany during t 

Ste/ 

Vital deal (from left): Russell, Thompson, Mills and Vital MD Mike Ch including singles by Badly Drawn Vital's securing of the Boy and Stroke. Among the first new releases it will distribute under the new deal is Basement Jaxx's début album, released on April 5. Richard Russell, XL's managing director and co-owner, says Vital is the perfect distribution partner to XL achieve its goals. "V 
tional new talent such as Basement Jaxx and Badly Drawn Boy and the évolution of our alliance with James Lavelle's Mo Wax label." he says. 

Warner which has dis Beggars for 20 years. Warner déclinés to cr 
Bootlegger handed 
record jaii sentence 

Mean Fiddler fails in bid 
to stop Robinson action 

pay rent on the premises from mid- February. An application from Mean Fiddler 
Robinson's Blue Note Enterpris- es issued légal proceedings last November after the Mean Fiddler ejected Robinson from three London venues he was operating on behalf of the leading promoter and venue operator. An intérim judg- ment ot the dispute allowed Robinson back into the Stiff Club (formerly the Powerhaus), but gave control of the Crossbar and the Complex to the Mean Fiddler 

as rejected, The il 

Injunctlon 
return furniture last week, Mr Ju the Mean Fiddler which had been removed from the Mean Flddle premises and co-operate wlthin the MickO'Keefe agreement between the 

r and Dec: tjunction allows a claim for dam- i business lost, understood than £150,000. Océan Colour Scene continue to pursue a claim for a figure now understood to total £235,000 against Mean Fiddler relating to the cancellation of last summer's Phoenix Festival. The band succeeded In obtaining a windlng up order against Mean Fiddler subsldiary MFO Events last August and is now seeking to appoint its own liquidator. 

re Note Enterprises has to 
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• See Business Affalrs supplemen 

Elton in record £20m lowsuit John's £20m. against his former jrrnufitants, Price'""Waterhouse Coopers. and 

Tast week the smger's lawyers Eversheds Issued writs against both parties alleging négligence and breach of trust, as weil as an addi- tional claim of breach of trust as a director against Haydon. These are expected to be served this week. Price Waterhouse and Haydon décliné to comment, but have indi- cated they will defend the action. The dispute stems from the singer's décision last year to sever connections with long-term manag- er John Reid, with whom he reached a multi-million pound settlement in May. Reid was repiaced by new company Elton John Management, whose directors include Eversheds lawyer Frank Presland. Price Waterhouse was repiaced last year îÇJpleme 

news file 
WINCHESTER SIGNS WITH BHG The music division of film and TV company Winchester Entertainment has signed a deal with BMG Music Publishing. Under the agreement the major wiil administer publishing rights to varlous titles wlthin Winchester's film and télévision divisions as weil as outslde 
of composers and be able to offer publishing deals to unpublished composers. 
COPYRIGHT EXPERT TO VISIT MIDEM Jonathan Startup, director of the Patent Office's copyright directorate, will be accompanying compétition and consumer affairs minister Kim Howells to Midem next Monday (January 25). Startup, who is responsible for UK la ' policy on copyright ar rights, if  *-J - 

Beggars Banquet c< logical next step in a relationship between the two companies which dates back to 1997 when Vital unit- ed with RTM, owned by the Beggars Banquet Group and Mute. "We've developed a very good relationship since RTM and Vital 
Awards issISTduring December. Life Tf 

than 5,0( 
s. 34. of Banbury in also ordered to pay £10,000 costs when he was convicted last Tuesday (January 12) by Oxford Crown Court. His busi- ness involved commissioning llve bootieg recordings, mastering and manufacturing CD and cassette copies of them abroad, and import- ing them to sell from the UK. His illégal recordings included concerts and rehearsais by Blur, Jamiroquai and Led Zeppelin. 

Expecting Yo platlnum awards for 2m sales across Europe, matching totals for Boyzone's Where We Belong,/ Phil Collins' Hits and •/ Radiohead's OK Computer. Four- times platinum awards went to 

DATE SET FOR MW CAD AWARDS Music Week's fourth annual Creative and Design Awards are taking place at the London Hilton, Park Lane, on May 6. Entry packs will be available from the beginning of next month. Ring Anne Jones for détails on 0171- 940 8570. 
Talk R; 

Sir Elton: by KPMG, which had been hired to investigate fears that large sums of money were missing from the accounts of three companies which handle the Mercury artisfs earn- ings: William A. Bong, Happenstance and J, Bondi. An insider says KPMG has uncov- ered "a biack hole" of £20m includ- ing interest claims, dwarfing previous music industry accountan- cy disputes such as Sting's £8.5m lawsuit against   
• See Bus 

s Radio Authority to allow the station more flexibility in its use of music. Mlke Phillips, the RA's programming and advertising officer, says the nev ruling will allow the station, 

to 25% music in any one 
flexibility to include short music sequences. 
MORE AWARDS FOR THE CORRS -j-î The Corrs' Talk On ~ . Corners won its seventh    platinum di; as The Best Of M People ' certifled three-times platinum b> the BPI. Double-platinum at went to U2's Best Of 1980- 1990 and the compilation Hits 99, with platinum awards going to The Corrs' Forgiven Not Forgotten and the compilations The Ail Time Greatest Love Songs III and Woman. 

dotmusic 

iple was . ilatinum by y 



HfflHHIlIfi 
of the week 

TATYANA AU: Boy You Knock Me Out (Epie XPCD2319). The 19-year-old former US teen TV star has hooked up with her mentor Will Smith lo deliver this catchy R&B track. 1    vocals,!  Smith's smooth rap and a sample from Bobby Caldwell's You Won't Do For Love - not to mention keyboard extracts fn Kool & The Gang's Summer Madness in the remix - works a treat. It has been A-listed at Radio One, making ît the numbe four most added track at radio last week. 
SlHQilEreviews 

SUPERCAR: Tonite (Pepper RISE025). Itaiian duo Supercar have produced a Euro^ilsco stomper which has taken to dancefloors and radio with Its Radio One A-listing. Despite their low profile, 
THE OTHER TWO; You Can Fly (London TWOCD2). The 'behind-the-scenes' half of New Order have consistently produced catchy low-key pop with a slight edge and this is no différent. House mixes by Cevin Fisher and Quake give extra dancefloor appeal. and it h. 

a FUNGUS: Over My Head n (Chapter 22 CEE003X). J The Swedish-born and London-based Fungus' of grungy ck that sounds distinctly J American in its influences - think Weezer, The Pixies or Peari Jam. DJ ERIC: We Are Love (Distinctive DSNTCD49). Based around a sample from Hall & Dates' 1 Can't Go For That, this Glasgow disco-house production is strong enough to take on French house contenders suoh as Cassius. A vocal sample from Aiexander Hope's Brothers And Sisters adds a hook which is hard to ignore. l'P'.diM;-! CEVIN FISHER Feat. LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY: (You Got Me) Burning Up (Wonderboy WBOY013). Though it features samples from Loleatta Holloway's Love Sensation made famous by Black Box's 1989 hit Ride On Time, this storming disco-house track still sounds fresh thanks to Fisher's production sense. It topped both Ws Club And Pop Tip charts iast week and is on Radio One's As Featured playlist. LANGUAGE LAB: Burning Disaster (Kahuna Cuts KCUTS010CD). This début ' single features an indie guitar sensibility    a drum & bass bassline 

follows their January UK tour. But, lacking any mémorable hook, it's unlikelyto appeal to anyone but existing fans, B1LLY MAHONIE: Uttle Feet EP (Gold Hole GOLE003). With the meandenng sound of Tortoise and Aerial M never far away. Billy Mahonie (an instrumental London three- piece) sway through this EP with ease. Ali layered chords and meaningful lulls, ifs only on Are We Rolling that they rock out but it s -"'th waiting for. A challenging reiease.  NOJAHODA: Nojahoda (S2 666745). This Anglo- 

and to it off with ar sd evening play on Radio One but has 
VARIOUS: Jive Hall Of Famé Vol. 2 (Jive 0522702). The second in Jive's sériés of 12-inch hip hop EPs features KRS- One. Keith Murray, Spice 1 and Kasino, alongside a véritable Who's Who of US rap artists, including Run from Run DMC. Method Man and Redman. INNER CITY: Good Life (Buena Vida) (PIAS PSX002CD). Guaranteed to eut through the winler cold. this uplifting update of the 1988 house c ' 

guitar flourishes, warm synth washes and Spanish vocals to the original. Having attracted considérable attention on white label, it now sees a reiease through PIAS, and features on Radio One's B-list. M1RROR BALL: Given Up (Multiply MULTY46). Currently on Radio One's As Featured list, this disco cut-up track looks set for success thanks to its Wholesale pilfering from the Three Degrees' Giving Up, Giving In. While not incredibly original in either concept or exécution, it's effective enough, and should deliver Multiply its first hit of 1999. IP-'T':,,:.,,! A+: Enjoy Yourself (Universal UND56230). Big things are expected from this 16-year-old Long Isiand rapper. The Saturday Night Fever/Fifth Of Beethoven samples and multiple hooks have led to its Radio One A-listing three weeks before reiease. The Box is also providing support. UNKLE FEAT. IAN BROWN: Be There (Mo Wax MW108CD). Brown does a sterling job in transforming Unreal, a nondescript instrumental from last year's Psyence Fiction album, into a yearning pop song that more than equals his solo work. SARAH BRIGHTMAN: Eden (Coalition COLA065). Eden, the first track to be released from the album of the same name, follows Brightman's Bocceli duet Time To Say Goodbye. Radio Two B-listed the track which she performed on BBC One's Hogmanay Show and has plenty of other TV support lined-up. Moreover, the self-penned track has a distinct Nineties flavour. I PEOPLE: Dreaming I (M People/BMG 74321645352). Heather Smali adds restraint to 
if unremarkable, track from their double platinum Best Of. The track boasted the biggest inorease in audience on the UK airplay chart last week. 187 LOCKDOWN FEAT. D'EMPRESS: AH 'N' AU (East West EW194CD). This garage cover of Joyce Sims 1986 electro classic lacks the edge of Mantronix's original production, but works well enough in its own terms. However, straying from the bass-and sample-heavy formula of the act's three Top 30 releases last year, it's uniikely to match 

4 HERO; Escape That (Talkin' Loud TKDJ42). Rush from a successful 1998 " imed début album Two a Mercury Music Prize, se a remix album from which this is lifted. Remixers include Ron Trent and Kirk Degiorgio, among others. MANSUN; Six (EMI CRDJ6511). Mansun's new single is part of their Eleven EP and 

Pages 

UP'IHL^I IDLEWILD: When I Argue I See Shapes(Food CDFOOD116). Idlewild have produced yet another enticing track, which both retains credibility and offers accessibility at the sam time. Fans' interest in the Edinburgh act is 

plan to reiease an ail. McALMONT: A Little Communication (Hut HUTCD108). No longer the power- pomp popster of his Bernard Butler days, A Little Communication finds McAlmont easing himself down a soulful route. With touches of Marvin Gaye in the instrumentation, McAlmont has corne up with a pleasant. if slightly underpaced, song. CEE® METALLICA; Whiskey In The Jar (Vertigo METCD19). Taken from Metalllca's latest^ covers album, this reworking of Thin Lizzy's Whiskey In The Jar is a curious choice. 
anywhere near the mumble of Phil Lynotfs and the songjust e as an ill-judged 

MEUfllreviews 
IJ.-':i:i.l-..i| VARIOUS: Nings And Roundabouts (Fierce Panda NONGCD04/LP04). Subtitled 20 Kickings Of The Corporate Arse, this is a compilation from the Rerce Panda label from 1995 to 

1997, featuring acts such as Placebo, Baby Bird, and Symposium. It's a challenging listen but a good summary of the label on the back of its London gigs a fortnight ago. VARIOUS: Ultimate Funk (Beechwood Music ULTIMCD2). Compilations specialist Beechwood should reinforce its réputation with this collection of funk tracks. Including both classics such as James Brown's Sex Machine and tarer grooves by Cymande and Creative Source, it brings memories of Eighties warehouse parties flooding back. VARIOUS; Dope On Plastic 6 (React CDX147). Bristol DJ John Stapleton reaches volume six of React's successful breakbeat sériés with this eclectic sélection of laidback and jazzy tracks. Highlights include Jadell's The Sure Shot, the Rainer Truby Trio's Galicia and The Maxwell Implosion's Psychochutney, but over ali 21 tracks the quality is impressive. BLACK STAR LINER: Bengali Bantam Youth Expérience (WEA 3984250042). Fronted by Choque Hosein, BSL represent a strong part of the Asian underground, This début aibum features brief bursts of history- informed rock cross-pollinated with Eastern sounds and Choque's upfront personality. VARIOUS: Breakthru Vol. 1 Révélation (60° North ABEL002CD). This strong collection from Soul Of Man - aka Justin Rushmore and Jem Panufnik - is based on their Rnger Lickin' underground breakbeat mghts. Cutting up Rnger Lickin' tracks with. their own remixes and tracks by Aphrodite, Dub Pistols and Afrika Bambaataa, it is a perfect snapshot of this growing scene. 
Hear new releases frmnm Audio clips from the releases 

dotmusic at: www.dotmusic.com/reviews 

"The music? 
ITl know what I want when I hear it..." 

srs, ad agencies, facilities houses and production companies can now research, audition, download, project manage and license 60,000 digilally stored tracks with the new secure M.A.R.S. On-line business to business service, Tracks are available from KPM Music (FMI Music Publishing), 3W Media Music, Extrême Music, Zomba Production Music (Bruton, Chappell, FirstCom), Atmosphère (BMG Production Music), The Ded Good Music Library, Amphonic Music, Iota Music Publishers and Non Stop Music Library, ail of whom have entrusted their catalogues to the M.A.R.S. On-line service. 
M.A.R.S. On-line is currently being used by companies such as BSkyB, M&C Saatchi, Léo Burnett, Silk Sound, NATS, Tape Gallery, Saunders & Gordon, CTV and The MilL BBC Information & Archives are currently evaluating M.A.R.S. On-line for use throughout the BBC. 
If you would like to offer your music on-line to busint 

0171 664 6333 

Alternatively, you can call Charlie Garrington at the Martinez Hôtel +33 4 92 98 73 00 when you are in Cannes! 
www.marsonline.com 

music@yourfingertips 
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EDITED BY STEPHEN JONES TALENT 
CL. Acts from Babybird to Chumbawamba bave ail experienced what a double- edged sword a mammoth hit single can be. New, having kept a low profile for two-and-a-half years since Born Slippy - which sold 1m Worldwide, including 600,000 in the UK - Underworld are trying to stop a similar pattern, instead emulating the likes of The Cardigans and Natalie Imbruglia in avoiding becoming one hit wonders. They émargé on March 1 with a new album, Beaucoup Fish, that will be released on Junior Boy's Own through V2 for the first time. JBO boss Steve Hall struck the deal in November 1997 to avoid losing the band in the same way he lost Chemical Brothers to Virgin at a crucial stage in their career. "In the past we worked with a hotchpotch of licensees round the globe so we never had a concerted release of a record. We felt it was the time to push the band onto a bigger stage," says Hall. Having signed licensing deals with labels such as Big Cat and Gee Street. V2 was in turn keen to expand its dance portfolio and buy into the A&R skills of Hall. The deal, completed in November 1997, will resuit in four albums this year from Underworld, house stalwarts Farley & Heller plus new signings Regular Fries and Sycamore. V2. which now has 15 offices Worldwide and 250 staff spread across every major record buying territory, plans to co-ordinate the album's release around a proper international tour and promotion.'We have high hopes for them round the world, particularly in America," says chief executive Jeremy Pearce. "The dance révolution never really took off there in the end, but the interest in this album is very strong." - ■ - nd the big push for 

UNDERWORLD 

success of the Trainspotting movie propelled its re-release to number two. Though it sold more than 1m copies it did not significantly boost sales of Second Toughest In The Infants - the band's second album released only four months previously - because it did not feature on the record. Hall says, "We had a discussion whether we should repackage it, but we decided against it. It's about longevity and Underworld are about more than Born Slippy." The band retreated from the limelight but have been far from idle during the lengthy intérim. Instead, the three members pursued a variety of activities. Darren Emerson 

;y Tomato and lyricist and e spoken word s American road trip o exhibitions. Gradually, r, work picked up on the third album as the band concentrated their efforts in their three Essex studios. The album was originally scheduled for Spring last year, then October, but the band were unhappy with how it was developing. Live festival appearances over the summer, including V98, helped them complété it. Hyde says, "We were writing and rewriting 
planned. Born Slippy thi them because it presented such a one- dimensional image. The single, originally a B-side, was released in July 1996 but the 

'We have high hopes (or them in America. The dance révolution never really 
took ofl there, but interest in this album is very strong' - Jeremy Pearce 

material in front of a crowd, now we have the live gear set up in the studio. There were points when the live mix sounded as good as anything we had done. We took some^of those sections and rerecorded them." Beaucoup Fish takes its title from the track Jumbo, which features a 10-year-old field recording made in Louisiana with some Cajun friends of Rick Smith. It also includes a version of Moaner, the track which the band wrote for the Bafman & Robin film 
Germany and closed the Love Parade. Hyde describes the 11-track CD as "traditional" in the sense that it divides up more obviously into spécifie tracks than their second album. "It's perhaps more in keeping with Dubnobasswithmyheadman (the band's début) because it's a bit more lyrical and song-based, it's less a straight dance album," says Hall. V2 marketing manager Mike Gillespie says, "This album is going to have an unprecedented campaign for a dance record. The week before its release we'H have more than 100 events around the country in clubs, bars, indie shops and university campuses." The album will be followed by a single, Push Upstairs, on March 15, although a track, King Of Snake, was serviced to clubs before Christmas, receiving its inaugural play on Pete Tong's Radio One show at the beginning of December, Although there are no plans to release it commercially as a single. Radio One B-listed 

early enthusiasm for new Ur fal then this release could truly break as an albums act. Mike Pattenden 
Id Project: album/single Label; JBO/V2 Songwriters: Underworld Studio; own Producers: Underworld Publisher; Sherlock Holmes Music Released; March 1/March 15 

Mander admits to having been hassled by Cooper, Moot and Shabs from promotions company Media Village, for more than a year before journeying north to see them perform in a rehearsal studio. "They played me three songs and there was just this fantastic vibe. They fitted Epic's philosophy of having a maturity but " Je says. d-edition single, Responsibilities - - built on a groundswell of interest that vastly 
was spilt over equipment minutes before this, their second-ever gig 
the Epie deal enabling them to employ a bassist, pi Hammond organ player rather than relying oi MW heard the fortheoming tracks at London's V 

ÏÏCOÊ SMtDtt® ®[ 

rhose initiais stand for No Title as well as being the name of a classic Kool And The Gang funk track, find themselves better off after leaving the Stereo MCs' label, Natural Response, in 1996 and signing to Epie in April 1997. What kept them going then was a publishing deal signed in 1993 with Spirit Songs - the company set up by Stéréos managerJ "• 
the rights to their first album - working title To The Surface.1,which will be released on Epic/Response this spring - they embërkéd upon writing a second album, which is also likely to appear later this year. EMI Publishing A&R manager Guy Moot says, "Thafs the beauty of publishing deals. Even if the recording stops, the songwriting goes on and they spent a lot of time in our studio." NT were formed in 1991 by Andy Docherty (vocals and guitar), David 'Sace' Lockhart (drums and percussion) and Dean Gojar, who cuit the band last year. They were originally signed by Natural Response. then backed by RCA, in 1993 after passing Stéréos frontman Rob Birch a tape while DJing at one of his aftershow parties. Manager Paul Doggett, the former CBS and MCA A&R man who signed the early work of Adamski and Seal, says, "It's no secret we feil out with the label and BMG.lt became like trying to pushlwo magnets together and we d Their first gig,. and Epie A&R director Nick Mander ws bluesy vocals and funky breakbeats. 
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NT 

completed mixes of the fit: 
Positivism (remixed by Black Eyed Peas and Underdog, aka Trevor Jackson), due in March. Docherty admits, 

taken years. It's a good job we want to make a timeless album." While To The Sur face is a body of work begun m 1992, half of its 
(who produced parts of The Verve's Urban Hymns). Mander says, "One of their problems at BMG was that they wouldn't have producers or remixers, but now they understood it when i said that they have got to work with other people." Docherty adds, "We produce ourselves. using différent people for engineers. We have been pretty adâmant we wanted to keep control of our sound, as someone else can make it so pop you're fucked." Tracks on the first album are distinctly mellow, The soulful and iptrospectivé Sister combines a 16-piece orchestra with a flûte sample and uses the same Thirties GEC microphone that Docherty's grandmother used when she was a singer 50 years ago. In Your Life's hand claps are punctuated with the sound of 
The^Surf'ace, which opens with spoken words taken from a Curtis Mayfield record. It was that track which originally mspired Doggett to 
hearing Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay for the first time," he says. Having waited eight years, with two promising albums to corne this year, there is no doubt NT are finally ready to deliver. Stephen Jones 
Act: NT Label; Epic/Response Project: single/album Songwriters: Docherty, Lockhart & Gojar Producers: NT Publlshers: EMI Publishing/ Spirit Songs S 

up this grttty, rousing and catchy new single l've Got SomethingTo Say (sampler, tbc) The New Radicals - You Get What You Give (MCA) Sounding like a happier Ben Folds Rve, a fixture on the stereo since before Christmas (single, February 22) Orbital - Middle Of Nowhere (London) Mixing everything from bagpipes to an old Newsround theme tune sample, this is out there (album, April 5) Hepburn - sampler (Columbia) Young, female four-piece being musically guided by Phil Thornally and demonstrating more than compétent guitar pop (sampler, tbc) Made In London - démos (RCA) Tracks such as Shut Your Mouth are stand-out cuts from this up-and-coming girl group (sampler, tbc) Gus Gus - Ladyshave (4AD) Slightly less groovy than their sampler suggests 
second album will be, but enjoyable from the off (single, March 1) Victoria - promo (London) Impressive four- track sampler of 15-year-oId singer 
than Billie (sampler, tbc) Kula Shaker - Mystikal Machine Gun (Columbia) Epie, but we're not far enough into 1999 to agree with Mills that "it's the end of the world' (single, February 22) Lolly - Viva U Radio (Polydor) Fun 21-year- old ultra-pop sololst with a higher voice than Aqua's Lene (single, tbc) 



THE CHARTS 

SINGLES 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

SINGLE FACTFILE 
More Than A Woman, was on schedule to become Sll's first number one single when it was released last October, holding the sales throne for much of fhe week before being overhauled at the death by Spacedust's Gym And Tonic. They were in an even tighter battle for chart honours this week with their Dr. Hook cover A Little Bit More enjoying a 32 sales advantage over Another 's I Want You For Myself afler three 

days trading. This time, however, they managed to outpace their opponents m the latter part of the week, eventually selling 75,400 copies of A Little Bit More, while Another Level sold 72,000 copies of I Want You For Myself. A Little 
for Dr. Hook over 22 years ago, spending five weeks at number two behind Elton John & Kiki Dee's Don't Go Breaking My Heart. 

.Ith hit Top 40,hit from as many es. A Little éit More is the group's 'first number one. It sold over 75,400 
MARKET REPORT TOP 10 C0MPANIES TOP C0RP0RATE GR0UPS 

A Little Bit More is just or in the Too 10 this week, the others being Steps' Tragedy, and the Blockster's You Should Be (Bee Gees' hits from 1979 and 1976, respectively) and Emmie's More Than 'This which, impressively, débuts at number 
peak of the original Roxy Mus from 1982. The AU Seeing I hit, Walk Like A Panther, is, confusingly, a new sont Seeing I an, " " ■ _' vocals by Tonv Christie. 

SALES UPDATE 
VERSUSLAS? 

The A 
ir. with . previously f tyke triumph, with ail three hailing frc Yorkshire. Christie, now aged 54, sc< handful of hits in the Seventies, last I Seeing l/Cocker/Christie tie-up 

THE YEAR S0 FAR... 

PERCENTAGE 0F UKACTS IN THE CHART UK; 62.7% US; 24.0% Othen 13.31 
appearing in the chart with Drive Safely Darlin' exactly 23 years ago. Joining the Bee Gees with two Top 20 

group to achieve aJJK Tnp ?SI hit in tne last two veacs, emulating Daft Punk, Air and Stardust. Their début hit Gassiiia.1299' which enters at number seven simples Donna Siimmer's Love Is Just A Breath m her self-titled 1982 Geffen leanwhile, Juliet Roberts' cover of Summers-1979 hit Bad Girls débuts at number 17. Summers' wrote Bad Girls with husband Bruce Sudano, Edward Hokenson and Joe Esposito, and Love Is Just A Breath Away with Canadian producer David Poster and British writer Rorijamcarton. While theTâïësTSpice Girls' hit Goodbye bids adieu to the Top 10 after only four weeks in the top tier, Scouse Spice Mel C's ' When You're Gone duet with Bryan Adams is showing more staying power. It has spent seven weeks in the Top 10 thus far moving 3-6-8-7-6-6-6, while selling nearly 390,000 

TOP 20 SINGLES FATBOY SLIM 
ANOTHER LEVEL/GHOSTFACE KILLAH NORTHWESTSIDE 
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BCEl A LITTLE BIT MORE 

sp ace rei d ers 
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sp 0CB raid Ers 
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THE OFFICIAI UK SINGLES CHART 

TOP 75 

« 3 me 
tE J I ArtisKProduc 
i pim A LITTLE BIT MORE wjinvscoTnig/vscnisiEil ■ SlUSleBVHoindavI (Goshl ■/-■ 
2 m j]l WANT YOU FOR MYSELF Northwestside 74321643632/74321643534 (BMG) 5l Aimee/Ward/Another Level) -/- 
3 10 HEARTBEAT/TRAGEDY ★ Ebul/Jive 0519142/0519144 (P) rman) Ail Boys;BMG |Jamos:Gibb/Gibfa/Gibb) -/- 
4 - 2 FRAISE YOU Fatboy Slim IFatbov Slim) MCA-PolvGram/M Skint SKINT 42CD/SKINT 42MC (3MV/P) 
R rranMORE THAN THIS 0 uau Em[Ilie {Hadfield/Rvan-Carler) EMI IFerrvI Indirect/Manifesto FESCD 52/FESMC 52 (R 
6 6 

7WHEN YOU'REGONEO Bryan Adams féal Met. C (Adams/Rock) Ba A&M/Mercury 5828212/5828184 (F) idams/Sony ATV (Adams/Kennedy) -/- 
7 m CASSIUS 1099 Virgin DINSD 177/DINSC 177/-/DINST177 (E) 
8 3 

2 YOU SHOULD BE... Sound OfW !Sœr0SMC 128 Vosm 
9' 5 CHOCOLATE SALTY BALLS (PS I LOVE YOU) cotaMss^wsMi Chef IRubin) Hilarity (Parker) -/- 

10 '™wALK L'KE^A PANTHER 'ga 1 ffrr FCDP 351/FCS 351 (F) nd (Buckle/Honer/Barrett/Cocker) -/- 
11 CE raBEAUTIFULDAY ^ 3 Coloors Red (Eringal EMI (Vuckovicl Création CRESCD 308/CRECS 308 (3MV/V) 
12 5 s GOODBYE ★ VirginVSCD 1721/VSC 1721/-/-(EI Spice Girls (Stannard/Rowe) Windswept Pacilic/MCA-PoIyGram (Spice Girls/Stannard/Rowe) 
13 5 6 END OF THE LINE O Honeyz (Levinel MCA-PoIyGram (Beqaud) ist Avenue/Mercury HNZCD 2/HNZMC 2 (F) 
14' ^BELIEVE *2 Cher (Taylor/Rawling) Rive Droile/WC (Higgi WEA WEA175CD/WEA175C (W) 
15 CE jjGETONTHEBUS^ East West E 3780CD/E 3780C (W) ; Confusion/Virginia Beach/WC (EffioB/Mosley) -/E 3780T 
16 8 2 RESCUE ME EastWestEW193CD1/EW193C(W) Ultra IStanlov/Robson/Hardino/Curnowl EMI/CC (O'Mahonv/Hearn/Schmidrl •/- 
17 CE niBAD GIRLS/I LIKE i" Juliel Robens (Oanny D| WC/Supreme/EMI ISnmmi Delinous DELICD 11/DELIMC11 (P) ir/Hokenson/Esposito/Sudano.Roberts/Poku) -/DEUX 11 
18 3 7bigbigworldo Emilia (Hurb/Yogi) EMI lEmiliaAogil Universal UMD 87190/UMC 87190 (BMG) -/- 
19 2 OVER YOU ^ r |ii Virgin STCDT2/STTC 2 (E) rleroz) -/- 
20 ' 2 GOOD RHYMES ffrrFCD353/FCS353/-/FX353(F| 0a Click (Pipar/Unkno'.vn MCI Notbng HillWC/Sonv ATV (Nwohia/Nwohia/Reiil/Gabiiel/Edwards/Bod jersl 
21 ° 2 UP T0 THE WILOSTYLE AU/ Puni Kàgs Vs DJ Sapreme IPom Cnss/DJScpnmel Vimms 1 iround The World CDGL0BE170/CA6LOBE170 (P) 
22 3 8 MIAMI Will Smith (LES/Poke And Tone) Notting Hill/Sony A" Columbia 6666782/6666784/-/- (SM) fVAVC (Smith/Toby/Bames/Shalby/Shockley/Sytvers III) 
23 - 9UP ANDDOWNO^^^ Positiva CDTIV105/TCTIV j05 (E) 
24 - 6 ALWAYS HAVE, ALWAYS WILL LondonACECD9/ACEMC9(F| Ace Of Base (Ovenrude) Megasong/MCA-PolyGram/Zomba (Berggren/Chapman) -/- 
25 8 ^ LOVE THE WAY YOU LOVE ME • Polydor5631992/5631384 (F) (O CSI 6 TO YOU 1 BELONG • B'Whched IHedqesl Sugar Free/Bucks/IOTMG GIow Worm/Epic 6667712/6667714/-/- (SM) (MCA-PolyGram (B'Witched/Hedges/Brannigan) M r* CM imTOM'S PARTY i,l i r h 1 l E Control/Edel 0043505 CON/0043509 CON (P) Stewart/Gouldman/Vega/Various) -/OMSSOOCON 

Nî OO 7 NO REGRETS ^ Chrysalis CDCHS 5100/TCCHS 5100 (E) 
129 CBnJJ

H™1HotHea.EMIWamer.c, Island CID 730/- (F) tappell (Harvey/Goldsmith) IS 730/- 
30 - 5 ESPECIALLY FOR YOU RCA 74321644722/74321644724 (BMG) Jtock/Sid's Songs/All Boys/BMG (Stock/AikenAVatennan)-/- 
31 - s GIRLS NIGHT OUT Wildstar CDWILD 10/CAWILD 10 (W) dottir/Mehyer) -/- 
32 3 6 whenToTbelTeve Columbia 6667522/6667524 (SM) e) Cherry Lane/Global (Schwartz/Babyface) -/- 
33 » 31999 Warner Brothers W 467CD/W 467C (W) 
34 « 7takemethere Blacksireet & Mya féal Mase & Blinky Blink (Riley 
35 ' 3 WISHJ WEREJOU Mercury AATDD 6/AATMC 6 (F) Martin/Poole) -/- 
36 " 3 RIGHT HERE RIGHT N0W Hardback/Wildstarcxmo 13/CAW1LD 13(W) Fierce (Glcadall) MusicOHardback & Sons/WC (Hughes/McCubin/Stavrou/Phillips) -/- 

39 m™™*™?, A&M/Polydor 5828232/-(i 

41 ^ 
42 ^ 5 GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE u^ersaiumd ssose/uwcsa 

45 

47 5 )5MYFAVOURITE GAME 

49 « ; THE EVERLASTING 1 ISashl/Tpkapi) Step By Step [Ali 

50 » lier) BMG/StylisVNotting Hill (Weller) Ci 61 12guessiwasafool 1 J ** ■ Anoiher Level (Robinson/Elias/The Boilerhouse Boys) Yab Yau/Rondc 52 i s THE POWER 0F GOOD-BYE/LITTLE STAR M3verickW459CD/W459C(w) 
53 » 2 DONT LET THIS MOMENT END Epie 6667472/6667474ISMI 

55 m™ ,,n,iOldSko 
56 - 57 „ 7 HAVEYOU EVER?1 itic AT 0058CD/AT 0058C (W) 
58 - 
59 « sSEARCHIN'MY SOUL Epie 6666335/66BB334 (SM) 

16018 

161^ Chrysalis CDCHS 5099/TCCHS 5099 (E)  A/er) EMI/BMG (Williams,  g 02 45 20 1 DONT WANT TO MISS A THING • Columbla6664082/-(SM) 
i6> 23 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU * v,r9in dinsd wïdinsc 175 (El 

64 « 9 UNTIL THE TIME IS THR0UGH O RCA74321632602/7432I632604(BMG| 
I 05 65 ,3 MORE THAN A WOMAN^ gin VSCDT1707/VSC 1707 {El 

1 6863 :olate Boy/Locked On L0X104CD/- (W) 
69 ,2WOULD Y0U...7O Oval/V2 WR 5003083/WR 5003085 (3MV/P) 
70' 5 DANCING BABY (OOGA - CHAKA) 

071* 
172" ^SWEETEST THING O 
S 73: 

fE»-» 

FRANK SINATSA 
they ail laughed 
The New Single 
As featured in the TV Ad. 
g, W46eCD/C 

niSTRIBUTED "" m i«i»dmco mi isin UK. / 
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1 2 PRETTY FIY (FOR A WH1TE GUY) The Offsprinî 2 3 WHEN YOU'RE GONE Bryan Adams & Mel C 3 5 MIAMI Will Smith i IWANTYOU FOR MYSELFAimlher Levai 5 6 PRAISE YOD Fatbov Slim 6 4 GOODBYE Spice Girls 7 7 G1MME SOME MORE Busta Rhymes 8 133 CHOCOLATE SALTYBAILS Chat 3 1 END OF THE LINE Honeyî 1s 10 133 CASSIUS 99 Casslus 

TOP 0F THE POPS 

FOFS 

od):uk 

THE PEPSI CHART 
0 

TRAGEDY Steps PRETTY FIY (FOR A WHITE GUY) The Otlspn BABY ONE MORE TIME Britney Spears CHOCOLATE SALTY BALLS Chef BEL1EVE Cher ) ONE FOR SORROW Steps NO MATTER WHAT Boyzorto R( 
a GIMME SOME MORE Busta Rhyme 

BOX BREAKERS El 

WESTSIDE TQ 3 CHANGES 2Pac THE NEW STYLE AVENGERS Freestyle féal MC De a A LimE BIT MORE 911 3 1WANT TO SPEND MY LIFE LOVING YOU Mark Antho | FLY AWAY Lenny Kravitz 3 CASSIUS 99 Cassius 3 BETCHA CAN'T WAIT E-17 

l & Skibitfy Times 7 

RADIO ONE PLAYLISTS 
Spears; Wostslde TQ; Klng Of Snake Underworld 

RADIO TWO PLAYLISTS 

MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS 

mnSv Young/Dreams/What Can IliUll Want You '98/To Tho Moon , Madly Doeply Savage Garden; Blg Blg 

AMERICAN 
CHARTWATCH 

by ALAN JONES 
And then there was one: With Rve's It's The Things You Do dipping out of the chart after 10 weeks (peak position number 53), the Splee Girls' latest single Goodbye is the only record by a British act on the Hot 100 - and even that is descending with indecent haste, having slumped 11-37-65 in the past fortnight. Airplay bas proved the Spice Girls' ' " tg, with Goodbye having been as high as îr four on the sales chart, while missing out entirely on a Top 75 airplay position. On the albums chart, the Spice Girls hold up rather better, with Spice unmoved at number 90 and Spiceworld moving 89-94. 

straight week, its 114-89 move allowing it to equal the peak it scaled last November, but Fatboy Slim's You've Corne A Long Way, Baby 
2) though it i 3S 174-141. Li 

Gentlemen - The Best Of dimbs for the second week in a row, moving 77-74. That's make it the highest-ranked album irt by a UK artist, though it is 50 Ht of the admittedly modest peak tne record scaled nine weeks ago. Thus far, SoundScan - whose job it is to provide sales 
more than half a million sales for Ladies & 

enoughto 

in the To actually declined last week, however. The best exampie of the post-Christmas blues is provided by DMX's Flesh Of My Resh, Blood Of My Blood album, which holds at number one for the third straight week. On its first week at number one it sold more than 671,000 copies. On week two, it dipped to 248,000 and last week it slid to just under 135.000. Even Lauryn HIH's The Miseducation Of... album, boosted by 10 Grammy nominations, saw Its weekly sales décliné from 113,000 to 111,000 even as it rallied strongly, 10-2 on the chart. Baok on the Hot 100, Brandy's Have You Ever? continues at number one, while Whitney Houston & Mariah Carey's When You Believe explodes 64-25 having finally been commercially released and, after making a surprise 47-52 reverse last week, Cher's Believe is heading in the righl direction again, moving up to number 35. 

INTERNATIONAL PROFILE: 
" CHARLOTTE CHURCH 

by PAUL WILLIAMS 
Chart stars don't usually spend thelr first international trip performing before the Pope and returning a month later for a private audience - but then Charlotte Church 

After just two months on sale, the 12-year- old's début album, Voice Of An Angel, is already double platinum in the UK and is now on course to make herglobally famous with gold dises so far secured in both Australia and New Zealand. "She is totally unique," enthuses Sony's international vice présidant Brian Yates, who last week accompanied her on a visit to Rome, which included a private audience with the Pope and a performance lastThursday (January 14) at the British Embassy to launch her album. The trip followed her performance in December at the Vatican's Chrlstmas show where she shared a bill with the likes of Cleopatra and Manhattan Transfer. Released so far in the UK, Ireland, Italy, Australia and New Zealand, the album is being issued elsewhere on February 8. as Sony looks to make the most of her unique talent and personality. "It's a Sony Classical Project, but it's not strictly being treated as a 

Chris Griffin, a freelance project manager for the album, says there are three main aims with the campaign. "We basically get across her âge. We also get aoross her incredible talent and her personality," she says. Her US launch is being prepared for the end of this month when she flies out for a showease in New York, while a return in March will include an appearance on the influential Rosie O'Donnell show and a performance at the Narm retail conférence in Las Vegas on March 9. Ahead of that second US visit, efforts will be concentrated on Europe with Church giving up her half-term break in mid February 
teenageryet, Sony is having to tread a careful balancing act between supporting its artist s career and ensuring her schooling does not suffer. Church herself, meanwhile, appears to be takmg it ail in her stride, according to Griffin. "You Just put a caméra in front of her face and she performs," he says. MUSIC WEEK 23 JANUARY 1999 
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THE OFFICIAI UK AIRPLAY CHARTS 

IHffiaMTTôFTÔ 
g §1 

> shti # If Si If 
1 e WHEN YOU'RE GONE Bryan Adams feat. IV elC. A&M/Mercury 2055 n/c 68.61 n/c 

2 i 12 GOODBYE Spice Girls Virgin 1553 -7 59.48 -17 3 4 13 END OF THE LINE Honeyz 1 st Avenue/Mercury 1439 +1 58.44 -1 4 3 4i SO YOUNG The Corrs Atlantic 1602 ■8 55.81 -18 A 5 s < FRAISE YOU Fatboy Slim Skint 1385 +47 54.80 +21  MOST ADDED —   6 is 2 I WANT YOU FOR MYSELF Another Level Northwestside 1013 +45 45.38 +25 4 7 i; 32 SWEETEST THING U2 Island 1287 -4 44.53 +6 8 5 la BIGBIG WORLD Emilie Universal 1222 -9 44,01 -19 À 9 13 " BAD GIRLS Juliet Roberts Delirious 1187 +31 42.60 +6 à 10 33 i A LITTLE BIT MORE 911 Virgin 656 +39 42.29 +32 A 11 33 8 YOU SHOULD BE... Blockster Sound Of Mimstry 783 +57 41.37 +29 12 6 m DUMB The Beautiful South GolDiscs/Mercury 1076 -13 40.78 -27 13 3 22 MIAMI Will Smith Columbia 1047 n/c 40.65 -16 14 i" 3 HEARTBEAT Steps Ebul/Jive 881 +1 40.40 -8 15 ir i< BELIEVE Cher WEA 1423 -17 34.21 -17 16 <i 42 MY FAVOURITE GAME The Cardigans Stockholm/Polydor 1008 -17 33.95 -24 17 8 m OUTSIDE George Michael Epie 1213 -11 33.65 -35 A 18 23 5 MORE THAN THIS Manifesto/Mercurv 672 +35 32.49 +14 —  HIGHESTCLIMBER   A 19 5» o YOU DONT KNOW ME Armand Van Helden ffrr/London 436 +146 31.65 +112 20 24 28 NO REGRETS Robbie Williams Chrysalis 1255 -1 31.55 n/c 21 13 25 1 LOVE THE WAY YOU LOVE ME Boyzone Polydor 1269 -7 29,69 -16 22 16 52 THE POWER 0FG00D-BYE Madonna Maverick 1066 -13 27.76 -27 23 2G 43 POSTCARD FROM HEAVEN Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 843 +2 27.75 -6 A 24 33 o MARIA Blondie Beyond 409 +25 25.29 +47 25 26 o THANKU Alanis Morissette Maverick/Reprise 745 +3 25.08 -11 A 26 3. 2 o DREAMING M People M People/BMG 478 +49 24.69 +35 27 23 25 63 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust Virgin 608 -10 24.25 -12 28 3i 3 o WHEN 1 GROW UP Garbage Mushroom 279 +25 24.16 -7 A 29 35 2 o TEQUILA Terrorvision Total Vegas/EMI 262 +118 23.41 +28 30 m 3 26 TO YOU 1 BELONG B'Witched Glow Worm/Epic 595 -34 20.96 -59 31 32 20 62 | DON T WANT TO MISS A THINC 1 Aerosmith Columbia 831 -12 20.87 -19 A 32<3 2 o PRETTY FLY (FOR A WHITE GUY) The Offspring Columbia 283 +7 20,61 +30 33 is ii « THE EVERLASTING Manie Street Preachers Epie 452 -43 19.74 -68 A 34 51 i n BEAUTIFUL DAY 3 Colours Red Création 241 +79 19.65 +34 
35 33 25 s, MILLENNIUM Robbie Williams Chrysalis 503 -11 18.93 -26 36 2° 3 33 1999 Warner Bros 680 ■27 18.70 -77   — BIGGEST INCREASE IN PLAYS     BIGGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE  A 372» i o WRIHEN IN THE STARS Elton John & LeAnn Rimes Mercury 221 +216 18.61 +501 

A 38 n i o BOY YOU KNOCK ME DUT Tatyana Ali MJJ/Epic 283 +140 18.51 +82 
A 39*1 s 35 WISH 1WERE YOU Alisha's Attic Mercury 318 -20 18,25 +7 
.; 40 <6 2 o GOOD LIFE Inner City Play It Again Sam +52 17.91 +13 

41 25 i6 33 | WANT YOU Savage Garden Columbia -33 17.91 -65 n, 42 M i o ONE WEEK Barenaked Ladies Reprise/WEA +152 17.82 +41 A 43 58 i 10 WALK LIKE A PANTHER Ail Seeing 1 Ffrr/london +99 17.76 +33 
A 44 <6 2 o WESTSIDE TQ Epic/Clockwork Entertainment +30 17.69 +12 
A 45 33 i o ENJOY YOURSELF A+ Kedar/Universal +82 17.58 +148 
A 46i3i i 16 RESCUE ME Ultra East West +128 16.91 +325 

47 36 3 36 RIGHTHERERIGHTNOW Fierce Wildstar -5 16.48 -8 
48 30 2i o PERFECT10 The Beautiful South GolDiscs/Mercury -9 16 31 -63 
49 33 23 o CRUSH Jennifer Paige Edel ■17 16.11 -10 

A 50 66 si o TORN Natalie Imbruglia   RCA 430 _iL 16.04 +17 
" l " 1 côntnil UK mon,les Itiese slabons 24 hours a day, seven days a week; 2 Ten FM; : ZCRFhhfl re FM: Alpha 103.2 FM; Atlanlic 252:897 FM; BBI t Radio,: ,n(rc BBC Radio 2; 6BC Badio 3; BBC Radio Scolland; BBC Thrce Countte BBC Radio Ulsler: Be WDtn! 1B FM: Broadland FM: Capital F» !ix7l01 FM: Century FM; 

Galaxy 105 FM; GLil^viT^^Hadam^FM-'Heart IBiLB^lbo!?' Heart fm! teonTlnSicB Fkv ae SlWigni tel ko Key II teSwSo^tedio5? nuLUnc! 
I H.' :■ i-  ' .. n l'i. 1 ■ ■ ■ 1 I 3OcuIik m FM Sp'O S'r i, FM IPJ S™*"'™" SB m M 

2 YOU DONT,.Armand Van Haldan Wn/Uffliton) î YOU SHOULD BE... Bloctstar(Sound OIMioisi 2 ENJOY YOURSELF A. (Ked.t/UnmmO 1 MORE THAN THIS Emma (Manrfaslo/MercufV 1 TEQUILA Terrarasion (Total Vasas/EMII I BAD GIRLS JuiielRobens(Deliriousl î FRAISE YOU Tatboy Slim (Skmt) î I WANT YOU... Another Laval IMwaatada) 5 PRETTY FLY... Tho OKspràig (Columbîal 3 WHEN 1 GROW UP Galbage IMustiroaml « END OF THE LINE Honeyt liai Avenue/Me,cui S GOODBYE Spice Girls (Virgin) 
I WHEN YOU'RE GONE Bryaa Mann (lit 1 G BOY YOU KNOCK ME OUT Ta 1 SO YOUNG The Corrs (Atlanltc) 3 BEAUTIFUL DAY 3 Colours Red l( □ EVERY YOU EVERY ME Placebr 2 WALK LIKE A PANTHER Ail Se o A LITTLE BIT MORE 911 (Virgin) □ HAZEL loop Da Loop (Manifesto/Me 2 SWEETEST THING U2 (laland) 2 MILLENIUM Bobbie Williams (Chn 2 TO EARTH WITH LOVE GayDai a GOOD LIFE InnerCilv (Play ItAgair D DUMB The Baautilu) South (GolDisc 2 NATIONAL EXPRESS The Divin, 2 BIGBIG WORLD EmilialUniverar □ HEARTBEAT StepsIEbul/Jiva) 8 000 WOP... Lauryn Hill (Ruilhouse 

ss 3i ; 32 73 15 ^ 30 98 26 1 29 

AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

WHEN YOU'RE GONE BiymAdamiii > SO YOUNG The Corrs ! GOODBYE Spice Girls i END OF THE LINE Honeyallst Ave 1 BELIEVE CherlWEA) i 1 LOVE THE WAY...eoyabnolPolydor| ) SWEETEST THING uzilslandl 

TOP 10 GROWERS II TOP 10 MOST AODED 
FRAISE YOU Fatboy Slim (Skint) 1 WANT YOU FOR MYSELF Another L VOU SHOULD BE... Blockster (Sound 

5 RESCUE ME Ultra (East West) 6 YOU DONT KNOW ME Armand Van Helden Iffrr/Lo 7 A LITRE BIT MORE 911 (Virgin) 8 MORE THAN THIS Emmia (Manifesto/Mercuryl g BOY YOU KNOCK ME OUT Tatvana Ali (MJJ/Epic) 10 DREAMING M Peuple (M People/BMGI 
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I WANT YOU.. Another Lavel (Northwas BABY ONE MORE TIME Britney Spears I TEQUILA Terrorvision (Total Vegas/EMI) ONE WEEK Barenaked Ladies (Reprise/V MARIA Blondie (Beyond/RCA) FRAISE YOU Fatboy Slim (Skintl MORE THAN THIS Emmie (Manifesto/Ml BOY YOU KNOCK ME OUT Tatyana/ WRITTEN... Eiton John & LeAnn Rim TOUCH IT Monifah (Universal Club) 
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EURO bonding 
The Euro will have an impact on LIK music companies which cannot be avoided - and Midem provides an 

opportunity to discuss the issues, writes Steve Hemsley 

'il ID E ÉIS VjlM'E ■Mwl 

wiiflî does the 
«mo tneia? 

When the Palais de Festivals opens its doors to Midem visitors on January 24, a Européen music market worth $8bn will have been trading in a completely new currency for just over three weeks. According to the IFPI, the aggregate value of the music industry in the 11 nations participating in the first phase of European Monetary Union (EMU) is an estimated €7bn. This Euro zone represents an important export région for the British music industry, and consequently UK companies 
year assessing the potential effect 

by not being part of EMU. Those against the Euro say Britain should be building stronger links with the dynamic markets of the Pacific 

single currency was Maastricht Treatywas L992. The European Commission 

Either way the Euro is an issue which cannot be avoided, since Europe as a whole is the joint largest music sales région in the world alongside North America and accounts for a third of the global market. In 1997 Europe, including those countries in 'Euroland', generated value sales of $12.7bn from 1.2bn single and album units. The effect of currency fluctuations meant this was down from 
in 1996, bi rding to IFPI figures, sales increased by 4% in real terms. Economists in the US have expressed 

from Euros to sterling. Consequently, says music business analyst Cliff Dane, UK companies could still be at risk from any currency fluctuation between the pound and the Euro. "The Euro Is unstoppable, and export customers in particular will be demanding that British companies can invoice and accept payment in Euros," says Dane. "The timing of these transactions is important if the pound or the Euro is performing better than the other at any one time," In order to clarify "The Euro is unstoppable, and export these issues, leading 
customers in particular will be Scleida^mber 

demanding that British companies can of E,jro seminars dunng 1998 which invoice and accept payment m Euros' - were attended by Cliff flnne représentatives from the music industry. KPMG partner David Murrell was encouraged to see how many large retailers and record companies were preparing for the Euro and already had new accounting Systems in place. Other businesses must adapt too. "If a German company trading in Euros wants to buy a British label's catalogue, then the British company must be able to invoice in the new currency," he says. Sony Music Entertainment Europe is one 

II; organising Euro seminars 

London School of Economies. Until Euro notes and coins are introduced in 2002, the only possible EMU transactions will be between bank aci there is little doubt that the Euro should bring immédiate savings for major record company which has risen to many British music companies by eliminating Euro challenge by commissioning a study e foreign exchange costs. Nevertheless, into the potential irr 

a initier of imporf 
îs tojoin EMU, companies the EMU trt sn period which ends on 

• Since January 1, 11 EU countries have been using the European Single Currency. They are Germany, France, Ifaly, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Ireland and Luxembourg. Four other states - Monaco, San Marlno, Andorra and the Vatican - have also adopted the new currency. Britain, Denmark, Sweden and Greece remain outside European Monetary Union (EMU), but European analysts predict that ail but Greece will join before 2002. • For those involved it means an irréversible locking of conversion rates, with the Euro the soie légal currency and simply dénominations 
• There will be no Euro not January 1, 2002 when ail salaries and Invoices will be converted to Euros. National bank notes must be withdrawn from circulation by July 1, 2002. • It was decided by the European Central Bank last July that non-Euro central banks, such as the Bank of England, can offer limited liquidity to Euro-zone participants. The idea is to smooth the transition should Britain join EMU. 

December 31, 2001, after which actual Euro notes and coins will be introduced. "The purpose of this study has been to effect a policy that will enable our companies to continue their day-today business smootbiy, and introduce changes and cost savings where appropriate," says a spokesman. EMI Europe has updated its internai Systems but does not expect huge changes to its business until Britain joins EMU. As a commercial pan-European opération, EMI UK effectively licenses product to " iidiaries across Europe ar 30 will 
manufacluring issues 

Last October Caroline International général manager Nik Podgorski sent a questionnaire to ail his European customers asking if they wanted to be billed in 
demand before the Br exporter invested thousan pounds in new accounting computer Systems. Only 

Manufacturers appear split on whether the introduction of the European single currency will bring significant benefits. This sector of the industry has long operated on a pan-European basis and the Euro could mean savings in the cost of plant and raw materials. Much of the machinery used by European 

people to meet their European colleagues and discuss such important issues." Southam admlts that It has been expensive to adapt the company's computer Systems and that he is still concemed about how well sterling will 
te Invi le had te 

Podgorski. Like Caroline, Exports has had few spécifie enquiries from customers abon and director Barry Mllligan that any changes made must be customer-led. "At the moment ail our clients are happy to continue dealing in sterling," he says. Meanwhile those larger British companies with lucrative accounts with some of Europe's main wholesalers and retailers say it was essential they harmonised their Internai Systems before the launch of the Euro. Lightnlng Exports has saved money by updating its software to be Euro and Millennium compliant at the same tlme. But, as managing director Graham Lambdon points out, the levei of Investment that British exporters are prepared to make in EMU compatibility 
MUSIC WEEK 23 JANUARY 1999 

Exporters suffering from the strong pound in recent years will hope that the Euro will bring stability back to the currency markets. Most will have a reduced presence at Midem this year, but they will still want to secure deals while in Cannes, and regard the ability to trade in Euros as a useful negotiating and 
Lasgo Exports spent a considérable sum on new software and staff training so it can provide European customers with Euro Invoices and accept payment in the new currency. However, sales manager Paul Burrows admîts that prior to Midem few clients had asked for the service. "No-one really knows what effect, if any, the Euro will have on day-to-day business. A lot of our trade is directly affected by currency fluctuations, but whatever happens we will be ready. British companies cannot afford to bury their heads in the sand over the Euro just because Britain has not joined," he says. 

market could end the huge the strength of the Deutschmark whief have affected the cost of machinery durinj the past decade. Last year, the Imminent Introduction of the Euro prompted PolyGram Manu- facturing & Distribution Centres to invest a huge sum in a new JBA software integrated IT System that links order-taking to production. Ali internai transfers between the group's offices across Europe are now processed in Euros, although few of its third-party customers have so far switched to the new « Meanwhile CD Plant UK has a a Euro bank account this month and managing director, Trevor Southam, Is expecting calls to trade In Euros from pan- European suppliers and companies whose parents are based in one of the 11 countries In Euroland. 
mistake of assummg that clients will be happy to continue trading in sterling," he says. "There may be directives that subsldiarles must follow. The harsh realitles of the effect the Euro could have on business might corne as a shock to many people at Midem which is one of the few opportunities for British business 

or another because 
eventually enter the single currency," he 

Ireland which account for around a third of the group's sales. It welcomes the stability that a single currency could bring to the European currency markets and already has systems in place to Invoice and 

have been asked to décidé when they want to switch to the Euro, with many choosing to wait until the second half of the year. Disctronics CEO David Mackle, on the other hand, is not in favour of the single currency and déclarés that if the company was a standalone British business, rather than a pan-European opération with a plant In France, it would not have invested in a new computer system to handle trans- actions in Euros. "Our biggest customers and our raw materlal suppliers have said they want to be paid in Euros. 1 see few advantages, just extra costs, but we had to be ready," he 



M ID E M SUPPLEMENT 

crMtivt iîGsjisiiiy 
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Those Britlsh vislting Midem product to and fi 
currencies towards trading in Euros. Most have already developed a network of licensors across Europe with   whom they are in regular contact. But Midem is the time and place when these ^ business relatlonshi Consolidated, and It that some clients wlll want to use the Euro when calculating and fmalising deals negotiated 

Simon Flamank, group finance director for the Telstar Group, has spent the past few 
explain     ■ ù^^k Bgge suusiuianes (which includes Lightning Exports) what impact the Euro might have on their business with Europe. He has also been in discussions with the bank to see if Telstar's charges will be reduced if it trades consistently in a single currency. "When we agree licensing deals we prefer to use only two currencies, sterling and the dollar, but we may be asked to pay advances in Euros, so we need a Euro bank account," he says. 

could find ourselves playing catch-up," he says. MCI Is another leadlng UK company which wrote to ail of its European customers to assess how much demand there would be for Euro trading. Sales export head Steve Fruln reports some regular customers do want to be paid in Euros, and he agréés that the introduction of a single currency will boost sales to Europe of its finished product after months of tough market caused by the strength of 

territory, such ■ Euro in Germany, we wc_.. ts," says EMI Europe's chief financial ■ il Nelson. "We may invoice in 

jr the smaller labels, the impact of the Euro may not be felt immediately because most will continue to trade in sterling. Nevertheless, the newly-established Association of Independent Music (A1M) is offering companies advice on what to do in the event that a European customer suddenly announces that it wants ail future transactions billed in Euros. Martin Mills, 'The single currency is a serious (railing chaimnan of Beggars 
issue for lire indies and we are in favour fnTmain supporter 

of lire concept because il will evenlually of aim, is worried that eXAtntheSend of mtlke business in Europe ensier' - find thimsefves a?i 1997, the PRS/MCPS Martin Hills disadvantage in a^ conglomerate 

currency. According to managing director Patrick Broderick, the company had previously operated six local currency accounts, although for the past 12 months most of its deals were negotiated in 

"Yet on the licensing side we will continue to wotk off British dealer prices and use sterling, " he says. "We have to make sure that if we adopt Euros for our customers we do not lose out agalnst the pound when we are paid." 

i assessment of the impa on its members and appointed an EMU Project manager. But John Rathbone, the allied societies' director of trading and 
the single currency. we are simply treating the er foreign currency and if our 

"This might prompt many labels to start trading in Euros before Britain décidés tojoin EMU," he says. "The single currency is a 
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March 3-7,1999 Toronto Canada 
CONFERENCE FESTIVAL EXHIBITION AWARDS 
• 4 Day Forum • Over 350 Bands • Over 150 Exhibitors • Radio Music Awards • Seminars •35 Clubs • New Technology • Canadian Music industry • Debates • 5 Day Music Marathon • New Services • RisingStarflwards • Keynote Speakers • Session& Tour Guide 

Jeff Foxworthy 
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HENRY HADAWAY ORGANISATION PI 

Henry 
After 30 sucœssful years in the business, heading one of the UK's most résilient music companies, entrepreneur Henry Hadaway can justifiably look back on his long career wifh pride and satisfaction. Yet it is typical of the man that he refuses to rest on his laurels. Instead, he is constantly looking for new challenges and business opportunities with the enthusiasm, tenacity and hard work which has mode the Henry Hadaway Organisation a force to be reckoned both at home and abroad. Even as the new millennium approaches, Henry Hadaway is full of plans for the future and expects that his company will begin the 21 st century reaping the benefits of a raft of new deals and initiatives. "I have recently signed an agreement with Peter Gessler of P&G Media Services in Germany by which HHO/Javelin will represent his African dance music catalogue for the UK and Ireland, Scandinavie and Europe," he says. "In addition, we have secured a foothold in the Latin American music market via a new deal with Iris Musique of France. HHO will be co-producing Latin music with Joël Liebowitz, and we are also looking to acquire good repertoire from the New World." It is this open-mindedness about musical styles, and an abilify to look beyond the near horizon, that has been the hallmark of Henry Hadaway's success. Other plans for 1999 and beyond include the création of new copyrights which will become catalogue items of the future. 'There are too many fine and popular singers around, like Andy Williams, who are not recording any more because the major record companies are not interested," Hadaway déclarés. "But you only have to look at Tony Bennett to see how a vétéran singer can reinvent his career. It is my intention to sign up artists of this quality and calibre for recording and télévision. I know that, given the right marketing and promotion, they can recapture many of their old fans and make new ones, too." This year will also go down as a milestone in HHO's development, since it will see the opening of the company's first CD and CD-Rom manufacturing plant. In partnership with industrialists and businessmen in Jordan, a factory has been established in Amman and the first dises should corne off the line in the spring. Although this may appear to be a radical move for a company which has built ils réputation on acquiring and exploiting catalogue, it doesn't necessarily break new ground. After ail, Hadaway can justifiably claim to have been one of the first UK music operators to recognise the overwhelming significance of overseas markets. More than 20 years ago he started striking lucrative deals for his Satril label with labels in what have since become ail the important Pacific Rim territories. "Ever since 1 started in this industry back in 1969, I had always held firm views that the world is really a global village," he says. "HHO was one of the first British 

d a w 

for 30 v iry Hadc Henry Hadaway pictured with Charles Aznavour and, below, enjoys good times with Reed Midem's Peter Rhodes r 

business 30 years in 
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HENRY HAD^"'AV nRnANISATION PLC 

independent companies to adopt such approach to business and that bas helped HHO survive when there have been économie downturns in the UK." Early commercial successes allowed HHO to sign a multitude of overseas licensing deals, particularly in the Far East and Europe, The fact that many of these business links have remained strong right through to the présent day is something of which he is particularly proud. "Within three years of Satril being launched, we had our own label identity in 25 countries," Hadaway recalls. "Now, of course, it isn't uncommon for independents to insist upon refaining their identifies on international releases. Hadaway with Chns De Burgh But, back in the Seventies, it was unheard of. In that respect, for 1991 's Bush/Gorbachev summ.t I believe Satril was innovative," he adds. Hadaway is also al pains to point out that other independent UK labels which were Satril's immédiate contemporaries in those early days, such as Island, Chrysalis and Virgin have subsequently been swallowed up by the majors. However, unlike Blackwell, Wright and Ellis, and Branson, Henry Hadaway has never opted to sell the company that he has spent three décades building. "1 have had a number of greaf offers over the years, but have always decided not to sell," he says. "It is now acceptable for Japanese companies to 

buy into UK companies. But 20 years ago, when Satril was having hit after hit in Japan and the Far East, such a move would have been considered very unpatriotic. Even now I wouldn't consider selling HHO to anyone. I love this business and music remains my first love." Hadaway remains proud of his enduring independent status. Tve been in the music business long enough to remember when deals were agreed on a handshake and it was ail down to trust. That is âne of the reasons why | have remained independent, I can still agree a deal on the shake of a hand. Independents will often go where majors a concert ^ to treacj ancj uncJerstand the need to break the 
stagnant complacency that can set in among the majors." Warming to his theme, Hadaway adds: "It is essential that the music industry dedicates more time and money to developing t talent rather than just investing millions in a few megastars to make them even bigger." He also firmly believes that, were it not for independents, many of the great artists of the past and présent would never have seen the light of day. "We should do ail we can to encourage 

Happy 30th Anniversary, 

congratulations front ail your friends 

at SAAR Records and TELMA 

as always proud to be part of your 

30 years success. 

Congratulations to you Henry. 

Walter Qûrtler 
Boris Vom Scheidt 

SAAR Records s.r.l. V.le di Porta Vercellina, 14 
20123 MILANO Phone +39(02)485910 Fax +39(02)4813058 
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indépendants and newcomers into our business/' Hadaway argues. "New talent is the lifeblood of our industry and essential to its survival. It is very unfair to the many talented struggling artists, musicians and writers - not to mention the independent operators who have always done their best to nurture new talent - when the big companies skim off the cream and add insuit to injury by daiming the crédit for breaking bonds which independents sometimes spent years developing." Hadaway says that he wouid like to see the industry's resources spread more evenly, with the créative talent at the bottom receiving a little more and those at the top a little less. "Even in marketing, the indies very often show the way," he continues. "Not ail that long ago, the majors ignored their catalogues and were happy to let specialist companies do the work for them. Now, after seeing how successful companies such as HHO and Javelin can be, they have stepped in and tried to make life difficult by offering prohibitive terms for third-parly licensing." Unlike the majorily of reissue and low-price specialist companies, HHO is the proud owner of one of the most extensive audio music catalogues in the world, with a catalogue which includes many thousands of recorded titles. "HHO is still the front runner in the licensing rights world and we intend to retain that position," Hadaway déclarés. "We are always buying copyrights and continuing to look for new ways of increasing the catalogu One of the secrets of Hadaway's sl fact that he has never allowed HHO I expand. "I have always captained a very tight ship, and over the years i have been fortunate to have some very skilled, and loyal, people working for me," he says. "As a resuit, we know the limit of our capabilities and recognise how important it is not to go beyond them. That is why HHO has flourished over the past three décades. I have also made a point of surrounding myself with a team of people who have individuel areas of talent and expertise, have always been willing to cross over and muck in with the rest. That's whaf 1 call real team spirit." Hadaway attributes HHO's longevity to a mixture hard work and honesty. Tve spent 30 years building up a business that has been a success, although we have had setbacks like everyone else. On the whole though, HHO has established a very solid réputation and I hope the situation wiil continue for many more years yet. I also hope that I have managed to put back into the business some of what 1 have taken out over the years." 

.. jdaway with singers Sinitta (above) and Telly Savalas (above left) 
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30 years of success 

*" A Tine 
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y ineteen-ninely-nine will mark Henry Hadaway's 30th year in the music business. During the past three décades, he has proved himself ta be one s of the industry's genuine entrepreneurs, a survivor who has retained the capacity ta re-invent either himself or his company, The Henry Hadaway Organisation (HHO). ^ The origins of HHO can be traced back to a chance meeting between Hadaway and a young aspiring musicien in a Bayswafer café back in the summer of 1969. Henry, who had studied to be a structural civil engineer but was working in the Insurance industry at the time, was keen to move into a new, more invigorating area of business. He decided to take the plunge and manage such acts as Pavement (better known as Mr Big). That same year, Hadaway established the Satril Management Agency and Big Ear Promotions, in order to présent both cabaret and rock events in the London area. Among his earliest triumphs were the now-legendary Sunday Rock At The Lyceum gigs, held at the famous Strand venue in London's West End. Among the bands booked on to those bills were Wishbone Ash, The Strawbs, Renaissance, Armada (whose members later joined or formed hit acts such as Curved Air and Stretch), and Burnt Oak (some of whom went on to join Mr Big). Hadaway also promoted tours by leading Tamla Motown stars such as the Four Tops, Edwin Starr and Marv Johnso coming acts such as David Bowie and Iggy Pop, via Big Ear Promotions. He also put on shows at the famous Marquée Club in London's Wardour Street. , But it was during Hadawa/s first visit to Midem in 1973 that he was bitten by 
n. While the Satril 

1 

1 
Some of the HHO staff: (l-r) John Morton, Munaver Khan lan Holloway, Roger Gagan, Sarah Black, Anna Demetriou and Susan Hicks 

in addition to booking then up-and- another milestone 

the record label bug and decided to launch one of his o 

agency was looking after a variely of name acts, Henry became more involved in the recording side of the business, and so forming Satril Records seemed like the obvious thing to do. In 1974, Hadaway signed a three-year licensing deal with (the now defunct) ; Pye Records, and singles and albums bearing the Satril label were soon on release in 25 territories, becoming one of the first UK independents to attain a truly international profile. This was an important period for HHO. Unlike many of his contemporaries, who were more concerned about finding their next British hit, Hadaway kept a close eye on international markefs. Indeed, he was thinking in terms of the Pacific Rim région before the term was even coined and Satril became the first UK independent to have its own label identity and office in Japan when Satril Japan was launched in 1976, with co-operation from Nippon TV and Nippon Columbia. Satril's eariy hit singles included The Sandpipers' Hang On Sloopy, which charted for eight weeks in 1976, Incognito (Happy 
H Days), Godeigo (The Water Margin Theme), and Ariana (Stardust). With this track record Satril moved from Pye to WEA in 1977 and, at the same time, the Satril Publishing catalogue was signed to an administration deal with Carlin Music. 

International acclaim continued with the release of Turned On Christmas by The Henry Hadaway Orchestra And Chorus on RCA in the US where it was a big dance hit. In Japan, 
■A i . i i , i Wllen' in 1979' Satril became the first 

in FinchSrmpyT als0 s°w Hadaway opening his own 24-track recording studio m Fmchley Road, north London, which proved immediatelv popu|ar with a 

the history 
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• range of stars including Marvin Gaye, Tom Robinson, Heatwave, Gloria Gaynor and producer Biddu. Consequently, by the early Eighties, HHO had grown into a fully-developed record, studio and publishing opération with HHO-originated records featuring regularly in the charts, both in the UK and internationally. But Hadoway didn't stop there. He formed the Crash label (specialising in heavy métal and rock music) and recruited his own five-strong sales team. In 1986, he formed the Commando strike force which was soon working on releases by major labels such as Phonogram and Virgin Records. In 1987, he recognised the huge opportunities that CD offered the reissue market and, before the major labels woke up to it, esfablished himself as a key player on the international licensing stage by pioneering low-price releases. Since the mid-Eighties, The Henry Hadaway Organisation has been licensing rights from its catalogue to many of the new companies which sprang up to satisfy a growing demand for low-price product but owned few copyrights themselves and so were keen to license repertoire from one of the largest catalogues in independent ownership. 
Hadaway: pionec independents i international s 

Among the leading Européen companies availing themselves of 1 Hadaway's hoard of hits were Music Collection International, Disky and Elap in Denmark. Other companies based in the Far East, South America, the United States and Australia soon joined the | queue forming at HHO s door. | Although HHO's own low-price releases are concentrated under | the Javelin umbrelia, they consist of a wide variety of product and "j price ranges. The Spotlight label, distributed by HHO's Javelin ! Promotions, has been a runaway success story. The vast Spotlight j catalogue covers the whole spectrum of popular music, from Caruso and Callas to Little Richard, Sarah Vaughan, Louis Armstrong, Neil Sedaka, Hall & Oates, Patsy Cline, Judy Garland and Frankie Laine, and has sold several million units Worldwide. Among the other labels which have been developed to cater for spécifie musical genres are Pure Sounds Of Cuba, Prairie Country (for American country music). Musique D'Or, a budget range of dassical music, and Emperor, a deluxe mid-price classical label, j These are distributed Worldwide through HHO's own opérations 
of UK anc' subsidiaries in Europe and the US, as well as through the the Direct Response mail-order opération. 
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JIL HENRY HADAWAY ORGANISATION^^ 

*" for the Church Street Station and Rock'N'Roll Palace US catalogi which indude such international names as Tammy Wynette, George Jones, Charlie Rich, Del Shannon, Bobby Vee and The Platfers. These and other catalogues have ail been exploited internationally through a variety of further licensing deals wilh companies in virtually every other country in the world. Hadaway also launched the Gemini Vision video label in 1990, which rapidly secured its own niche in the music, spécial interest and documentary areas. Certain titles were also exploited for télévision broadcast. During the past 10 years, HHO has Consolidated its success in the video and audio markets, while a move to the current offices in West Hampstead saw Hadaway divest himself of his recording studio interests and enter 
HHO's Satril, Javelin and Sounds Of Ireland imprints offer a wide range of musical styles to consumers 

I new areas of business. One of these was magazine 'publishing. Once more a pioneer, Hadaway launched Replay, the first consumer mainstream music magazine to have a free f CD with every issue, as weil as Jazz On CD and Exposed. He , also mode a return to concert promotion when, at the request of , the Maltese Prime Minister Dom Mintoff, he staged a spécial pop concert starring Chris de Burgh and Léo Sayer for the présidentiel Bush/Gorbachev summit held on the Mediterranean island in 1991. Hadaway has also received many awards as public récognition of his success and durabilify. One of the most valued was bestowed upon him at Midem on its 30th anniversary in [ 1996, where he was one of only 41 out of 12,000 market participants to be honoured by the Mayor of Cannes and the Reed Midem Organisation. For the past 30 years Henry Hadaway has gone where others feared to tread, and his business instincts have rarely let him down. He himself admits; "HHO has had its setbacks just like any other company, but it has established a very solid réputation for itself and has every reason to move forward into the new millennium with great confidence." 

Hiltongrove would like to coJgmtulate 

Henry Hadaway * 

HHO's 30th Anniveffiary. 
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chemicals 
corne home 

to homelands 

a Mixmag arena, an Essential Mix an 
joint venlure between the Mean Fiddler and Darren Flughes' 
organisation, 

the main forces behind last year's Creamfields event at the The Chemical Brothers (pictured) will headline Flomelands, the first major outdoor dance event of 1999. Taking place al The Bowl on the Matlerly Estate near 
record numbers 
headformidem week in Cannes. The increase in numbers is due to the success of the Techno Club initiative which makes it cheaper for small dance companies to attend the annual Irade (air and provides a spécial dance-orientated Electric Village at the event. Stefan Jais, Midem's UK dance sales executive says, "We've doubled the number of labels coming from last 

A record number of UK dance companies were set to attend Midem, which starts 

is something people try to be there for. There's i also a lot of new labels coming for the first lime." Distribution is seen as a key issue for independent dance labels at this year's event following the of several distrihutors last year. Kickin' Music IVID Peter Marris says, "Last year saw a lot of people go bust because of bad distribution. If people don't get their acts together we'll ail be blown oui of the water." Having done a deal with Universal/PolyGram for Bénélux, Marris is hoping to consolidate the rest of his international network. Dorado Records will bave its act Moke playing at the IVIartinez as one of the Best Of British acts. Dorado MD Ollie Buckwell says. "Distribution will aclually be less important for us this year because we've just done a deal with Warner lor the bulk ot Europe, but we'll be looking to find a deal for Moke in Germany." 

an End ar presenting li\  As well as leaving a longer buiid-up time to market the event, Darren Hughes says there has been a décision to get quality in terms of acts and DJs rather than volume. "We've been lucky this year with the availability of the acts," he says. Joining the Chemical Brothers in the main Home arena will be Asian Dub Foundation and Monkey Mafia playing live, with DJ support from Fatboy Slim and Paul Oakenfold DJing. Faithless and Red Snapperwill be the main live attraction in Mixmaçfs tent Seb Fontaine, Brandon Block,    "" AlexP, Jeremy Healy, Sonique and John Kelly. More acts and ... DJs will be confirmed nearer Other DJs conformed include the date. Laurent Garnier, Mr C, Andy Smith, Fabio & Grooverider, 

and Cream (of which Darren Hughes was then a director) and was one of the few successful large-scale dance festivals of 1998. So far there is little sign of whether there will be any competing events. 

inside: 

where he was Dre than 300 for planning 
nd, after Roger 
gai matters, igo, when he àys Gagan. |h I didn't 'f fail to be impressed Id, and more jften asked 
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UK dance i by Mwzft magazine in the first of what is planned to be an annual top 50 in the magazine ont Ibis week. Tong heads a varied list which ranges from 73-year-old drug guru Alexander Shulgin and Sean 'Puffy' Combs to Richard Bridge, dance product manager at the Virgin Megastore. 

muzik dance 
powerlist 

powerful person m 

,,.... Muzik staff, with each entrant also having an estimate ot their yearly income and. possible, overall wealth. Muz/keditor BenTurnersays. _ about who wields the powe'r- whether ttiat's being a voice tor a génération or being able to get records on the Radio One playlist. voted most powerful because of the raies he fulfils both as a radio présenter at Radio One and as A&R director at tfrr. Mis annual earnings are estimated at £450,000, with an overall wealth of £2m, Tong says, "It's quite embarrassing being number one, especially with Puffy at number two. l've been dodging his calls ail week. Let's hope Arsenal do as well in the league." industry's réputation as a maie bastion is underlined by the inclusion of only two women in the 50 1 ' only four of those in the chart are under 30 years old. Turner says, "The âge thing is very worrying. One of dance music's problems is that the new génération of executives aren't coming through and the people in power are increasingly out of touch with the younger génération." The top 10 of the Muzik Xop 50 is as foilows: (1) Pete Tong, (2) Sean 'Puffy' Combs, (3) James Palumbo, (4) Alexander Shulgin, (5) Trevor Nelson, (6) David Levy, (7) Judge Jules, (8) Simon Dunmore,' n"i"" Judy Weinslein. es Barton, (10) 

IAI 

c 
    about NORF-AGA doing a show at the end I "Monday: Had meeting with u ,. f 12.inch salT1p|er to of Mardi. Completed the —meeting at the BLUE ELEPHANT | specialist club/radio DJs. That ^ .. s,,QRrs t0 biscuss my in Fulham with SABAH > n h-);;st!î and GLYN from MEOIA Vit l AGE to go through sponsorship détails. Tuesdayj . ,T mrny Boy Greatest Beats' and Everlast projects. Spoke the 8TRET-nilhivî campaign or the Tonimy o ^ ^ birthday jam ^ pOTAT(0^ to Lf Si EY and CHRIS from " — ■ (0Q at. ,. ss j0E s BRASSf RjE aboutthe Subterania. Thf| event at W P! RIAl CARDt NS. Wednesday: Took my two (orthcoming Cl ■ - 1 '■ mN ^ to school - got nuff jokes oh route. Poppedinto hun 

ueiann^f 'n ciinhann Jonction to pick up latest ragga tunes. Had a Street Team meeting with rcn d JUN MÏ MlTITIA URB' « ■ That evening had a meeting with nnwr m, ;0 d scuss new Sunday R&B night in conjunction with i OMfvlY BOY then ' ? fopsh N'FUNKY at the HANOVt R GRAND. Thursday: Took the boys to school. At wentonto ■ ■ a|bum to key DJs. Quickly jetted down to the Jazz Café to oflice sent tes pressi 9 e tuneS from PO Box. Went through UK and European catch P
( ' , y- , Spoke to C / . and DJ dates w i , |ist and Tonimy Boy giveaways on ' . show on 

ÎÏÏCE FM Had mS with DJ FRX and OJ VEIN from CROATIA. That evening DJed at ROTATION at Subterania and got well mashed up. Saturday: Did show on Choice FM, Sunday evening: DJed at atthe 

■Mil lllllillni replay. ■niinnn non"11 brû 
Park Street, Bristol BS1 5PF, tel: 01179 041134 Replay underwenl a major move in November, combining its two previous shops specialising in dance and rock/indle/ second hand respectively on Haymarkel Walk inlo one large premises in Park Street. "We'ue got loads more room now, and we're right near the University so we're able to altracl Bristol s sludent population, which tends to be quite wealthy," says co-manager Duncan Porter. Bristol appears to be going through a strong soul, R&B and hip hop phase at the moment, according to Replay, while drum & bass remains a pood seller in the région. Doing particularly well for the store is the RAM TRILOGY 3 on Ram Records, DJ SAKIN AND FRIENDS' 'Protect Your Mind' on Additive, SIGNUM's 'What You Got 4 Me' on Tidy Trax, DILLINJA's 'Test Five' on Test and CEVIN FISHER's '(You Got Me) Burning Dp' on Wonderboy. Replay now has a total ol four record decks and one CD listening post, plus a couple ot distribulor lislening areas. 

Deep Dish have parted ways with their C.-; record label Deconstruction. Last year, Ihe duo released the acclaimed album 'Junk Science' as well as remixing (or acts including Michael Jackson and the Rolling 
The split with Deconstruction came aller the BMG label failed to exercise ils option in November. Negotiations took place in December and a six-month extension was requested by Deconstruction but was declined by the band. Deep Dish manager Kurosh Nasseri says, "It's a bittersweel moment. We have a sense of gratitude and respect towards Deconstruction forwhal they've helped us achieve. However, we leel ' Deconstruction as a label has changed from when we originally signed to the présent 
As well as becoming a wholly-owned BMG I label, last year saw the departure from I Deconstruction ol A&R manager James i Barton who originally signed the group. I Deep Dish are currenllyworking on I material for a new album which Ihey will f finish recording Ihis year. Their next release 

i II be a single - provisionally titled 'Desert Inn' - which will be released on the group's own Yoshitoshi label. The duo will also launch themselves as a live act in 1999. Nasseri says, "We're (roc now to discuss our future with Ihird party and we're very positive." 

esmm 

Unit 2A, Queens Studios, 121 Salisbuty Road, London NW6 6RG, tel: 0171-372 4474, fax: 0171-372 4484 HISTORY: Heat Recordings began life in the summer of 1996, formed by previous 

London/ffrr A&R person Alex Payne. "There were a lot of heads to climb over to get to the top at the time." he recalls. "If you want to do something in this industry you have to really get out there and do it yourself." Heat's first release - Natural Born Grooves' 'Groovebird' - immediately hit the mark. Following Heat's own release the label signed it on to Positiva and it entered the national Top 40 at 21. The following year saw Discotecs1 'Playmate Puzzle' picked up by London, but now Payne feels he would need a very good reason to sign a track to a major. "We're lucky enough to have become relatively successful at what we do, and we now 

have more awareness in store," he says. The biggest hit on Heat to date has been Molher's Pride's 'Flonbunda' which charted at40 last year. Payne has no hard-and-fast rules about the type of music he will sign, the only emphasis being on quality. "I don't care if it's trance, house or garage. If a record is good and people will buy it, great," he says. Payne believes that dance music is stnctly singles-led. "But ifyoucan build an act around that further down the line, then great," he says. To this end he formed Critical Mass a year ago as a long-term development label The Impnnt's first album, Urban DK's Have A Go Hero', is due in May. 

SPECIALIST AREAS: House and garage KEY ART1STS: Mother's Pride, Bump & Flex, N&G LAST THREE RELEASES: 'Floribunda' Mother's Pride; 'Right Before My Eyes' N&G; 'Forever Together' Raven Maize COMING UP: 'Learning To Fly' Mother's Pride; 'Relax Robbie Rivera; 'Together' Bump & Flex RETAILER'S VIEW; "A very high-quality label whose releases cover a wide variety of styles that are always big sellers with us. 1999 should prove a good year with more Top 40 singles" 3 Beat, Liverpool >s Calvert, 
The Hilt 
Hatherley Mews, London El7 4QP 
Tel: +44 £03 1B1 521 2424 
Fax: +44 £03 181 521 4343 • Internet ManSaerner,t 
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The venue will be Puise, home of ils Bank Holiday 

first time in a year to tour in support of their |j 

'iiEEEEEi forthcoming album 'Middle Of Nowhere' with a party moving frorSundàysrSaturdays from March 20. Bournem^h^O^rrh^ 
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«molina tune still sou# as fresh as "cl,d when 11 first shook roeking, e;sa
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even years ago. Ttfe remixes are headed by the Dub Pistols up the h°use

h
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c
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e" L^jng treatmentjw,hile 187 Lockdown use their usual who go for a heavy s |urLthe.f|00r beats and plunging unsubtle but effect stretched v0'c||| On a separate promo, the Solid basslines benea'h th d f m a Sparse réggae-tinged inlro into a menacingly dark 
   

MOTHFR'S PRIDE 'LEARNING TO FLY' (HEAT) (HOUSE) MOTHER S contender (rom Heat which is promoted here in Another conjpetent club a^s
c

a
0
stead/jl|rd house pounder punctuated by a 

sinaMemale singing the title vocal line.; Big C's mix nudges towards a harsher c o ee while Moonman Euros up the.pace a notch and features more synth cholds and finally Mistral^ dub rounds tLgs off in an atmosphenc underground style. • © ® ® CF 

DJ ERIC 'WE ARE LOVE' (DISTINCTIVE) (HOUSE) Clearly noticeable via its looping Hall & Oates M Can't Go For That sample m the original mix cornes this track that also hooks with an Alexander Hope love my brother you love your sister, we love each other, we are love, vocal. The Gridlock mix is boosted by a piano ritf from the Morales mix of Mariah Carey'i 'Dream Lover', Funk Force deliver two mixes and so does Robbie Rivera wi>u Filtered Monster Anlhem being just that. • « « « 

THE GRIFTERS 'FLASH' (DUTY FREE) (HOUSE) Tall Paul and Brandon Block combine under the name of The Grifters on Duty Free's tirst release of the year. The original and radio versions use the same ideas, torging a large downbeat hi-hat base and mixing in a pronounced bassline and old skool samples at the break. Up-and-coming remixers Soundscapers provide a Rétro mix which is a little more restrained, with a stroking percussion and a 

TURBO FUNK 'STRONG' (PHUZZ) j (HOUSE) This early venture from the Lisa Marie ExjJerience has found its way on to the Phuzz label and has attracted much attehtion over the past few weeks. The original mix is characteristic of LME's filtered disco sound, but perhaps a little too underground for commercial appeal. Dillon & Dickens create what is probably one of their best remixes, lurning in a cracking moody building intro which features slowly advancing backing strings, beat iMds and that ail-important bass funk that they seem to have perfected. • • • • • CF 

(HOUSE) 187 LOCKDOWN 'ALI 'N' ALL' (EAST WEST) Both BookerT & 187 Lockdown create faithful productions rormis orave the 1986 Joyce Sims classic, and-judging by the latter's previous chart performance, they could well better the original's number 16 chart placing. Look out too for the noteworthy bonus track 'Southside' with its female/male call/response, '"Where ya from?' 'The Southside'" sample. • • • JH 

ROGER SANCHEZ PRESENTS TWlLIGHT 'l WANT YOUR LOVE' (PERPETUAL) (HOUSE) The once unimpeachabie Roger Sanchez fias hit a creative low point on this unimaginative and unnecessary cover of the Chic classic. However, his predictably slick marriage of house beats w.tn that familiar tune and catchy vocal has gained plenty of club and radio expôs|jre. The remixes from Stonebridge, the Rhythm Masters and Soul Grabber toughen things up forthe dancefloor, but do not do the song any favours, while lan popley injects some quality with his excellent funky techno instrumental.* • • 
HOLLIS P MONROE TM LONELY' (XL) (HOUSE) After originally surfacing on Renaissancelnfinity over two-and-a-haif years ago, this heartfelt track was picked up by Sticlànan and now finally gels licensed to XL in the UK. Via an incredibly emotional Terénce Trent D'Arby sample in similar 

alternative 

v 
-M 

187 LOCKDOWN The Hn 
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ME' (MCA) - mavbe Erv 

trevor sielson 

fashion to Shut Up & Dance's 'Derek Went Mad', this will instantly grab you as the "l'm lonely, and I need to be with someone tonight" hook rests over a robo- bleeping deep house groove. DJ Decent's mix is an acid-gurgling breakbeat affair, while the Roadblock mix plays safe with ils recent 'U Don't Know MeTPIastic Dœams' sound and building stabs. • » ® ® • JH 
ARTHUR BAKER 'BREAKER'S REVENGE' (FRESKANOVA) (BEATS) Having become a staple diet at the Freestylers' live gigs. this now makes the logical progression to Vinyl. The band's remix with battle-inlro and "Breakdancin's where it's at" uses 'Apache' to maximum effect; Cut La Roc, noteworthy for being the first Skint act to unité with fellow 'indie-beat' label Freskanova, peppers James Brown's 'Living in America' throughout; and Plump DJs add iheir touch too. © © @ ® ® JH 

ANJALI 'AQUILA' (WIIIJA) (BREAKS) Wiiija dons its leftfield cap with pride for this funky cut'n'paste winner, Anjali corne up with a good vibe with plenty of balls for full-throttle dancefloor damage. Whispery vocals, electroid beats and dub elements rub shoulders gracefully in the mix. This should appeal to ail serious beat heads out there. Top stuff. • DM 
ELECTROTHEQUE 'EVERYONE'S A WINNER' (FRESH) (HOUSE) Previously known as Fathead's 'Electrochocolate' on sister label Freskanova, this has now been given the seal of approval from Errol Brown for its sample from the bassline of Hot Chocolate's 1978 hit 'Every l's A Winner'. Furiously filtered and vehemently vocoded, this instantly rocks and though Spacedust's mix is predictable, the Electrochocolate mix is the winner, • ® » • ® JH 
THE OTHER TWO'YOU CAN FLY'(LONDON) (HOUSE) New Order's Other Two combine for another project resulting in this first single, Heavyweight remixes corne from Cevin Fisher, who obliges with a vocal and dub on the first 12-inch. The vocals are minimal and crédible, and the whole composition is typical of Fisher's sophisticated house sound. Two Quake mixes (eature on the second 12-inch playing a harder rôle in this package, The dub is definitely on il at the moment, racing a warbling acid loop against a brutal house beat and picking the moments for the synth inputs. • ® ® ® « CF 

PEPLAB 'RIDE THE PONY' (DISTINCTIVE) (HOUSE) This Outch foursome force funky basslines, rocky guitar riffs and poppy vocals through the filter in an attempt to recreate that Fatboy Slim sound. They don't quite pull it off, but Norman Cook himseif steps in to save the day with a couple of remixes. His club mix chops up the vocals, spikes up the guitar, adds loads more bounce and basically shows how it should be done, even though it's not one of his fines! moments. His dub mix has the dangers and filters in full etfect, while Chicago's Mr Pink rounds off the package with a heavy rocking treatment. • • • e AB 
VARIOUS 'BEATS BY DOPE DENIAND 5 LP SAIVIPLER' (KICKIN) (BREAKS) Kush and the Mild Mannered Janitors deliver an exclusive cut each for this new édition to the 'Beats By Dope' sériés. Kush hits the electro vibe just right with plenty of Détroit references in the pads and bass puises. On the flip the Mild Mannered boys deliver a crossbred nu big beat number that could prove quite interesting on an array of dancefloors across the country. • • • • DM 
COLOURFUL KARMA FEAT. TERRA DEVA 'FOR THE MUSIC (BOOMBASTIC) (HOUSE) Charles Webster of Presence famé links up with the Furry Phreaks' vocalist and a new label for this sultry deep house excursion, The breathily-delivered song cleverly combines newly-written verses with the "If it wasn't for the music" hook from 'Last Night A DJ Saved My Life'. The flip's more floor-friendly remix by Stephen Mandrax focuses on the Indeep line, beefs up the beats and adds some neat keys from Mousse T. • • • • flB 

rmmmÊ 

n 

THE OTHER TWO 

AMETHYST 'GOLDEN FISH FEVER' (JACKPOT) (HOUSE) Amethyst are the flagship artists of the soon-to-be-defunkt Jackpot Records ' provide the label's swansong album. Ten highly polished tracks are showcased, flitting comfortably between trance, breakbeat and house. Hovmgton's distinct voice and lyrics give added depth to the uptempo breaks of 'More' and 'Electric Jésus', which sounds like a nu skool Depeche Mode. Instrumental tracks such as the funk-ridden 'Blue Funk' and the disco-tinged 'Fume' show the dancefloor sensibility of this promising band. • • • • CF 
VARIOUS 'A JEDI'S KNIGHT OUT' (MIXMAG LIVE) (ALTERNATIVE) The force is certainly prévalent on this Tom Middleton (Global Communication) mix CD that boasts seven tracks exclusive to the album as well as hot ones from lan Pooley, Amba, Max 4(M & Wamdue Kids. Vinyl junkies will saviour an additional three exclusives which don't crop up on the CD format. • • 9 ® ® JH 

VARIOUS 'TECHNO NATIONS VOLUME 8' (KICKIN') (TECHNO) Like film sequels, the popularity of compilation sériés can easily wane after say, the third instalment - but not so in this case. Carefully compiled by Brenda Russell, 'Techno Nations 8' includes firm favourites from the likes of The Advent, Landlord. Percy X and Dave Angel, the latter along with The Blunted Boy Wonder & Space DJz ail providing exclusive tracks to the album. • • ® • • JH 
VARIOUS 'BACK TO MINE' (DMC) (AMBIENT) Nick Warren from Way Oui West kicks off a new compilation sériés - and how. The mixed CD/unmixed vinyl sports Mixmaster Morris's rare spine-tingling mix of Colcut's 'Autumn Leaves'. Jam & Spoon's dub of Moby's 'Go' plus a mélangé of Craig Armstrong, Sub Sub, Glide & Skanna and in terms of 'Chili' is well below zéro. ••99® 
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Bad Boy 

.99 
POP the 

[handbag] 

The »i\^ggaÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊimÊÊÊÊÊm 
Hatherley IVIews, London El7 4QP 
Tel: +44 £□] 181 581 8424 
Fax: +44 CQ] 181 581 4343 

I obviously spoke too sot week, and after thaï thrilling I instalment we've hit a bit of a newyear fflll...LAliRYK Hit t. stays putat number one. I got a sneaky preview last week of a remix of 'Ex-Factor' by Mushroom front Massive Attack which was a nice stripped-dbwn piano-led bip hop affair...On the subject of bip hop, it's good to see a straight-ahead rap track like Ht OMAN's TU Be Daf becoming this week's highest climber, jumping 12 places to number four. It's also got one of the best videos around, with Redman taking the mickey out of varions R&B-style videos... Our only new entry in the Top 10 is KiU.bR at number seven... ; , cllmbs 10 places to number 12, but the bad news is that the release of both his new single and album in the UK have / been put back to March. However, Ginuwine will be visiting here shortly...Two favourites of our chart take the opportunity to go back up. . : V ; EVfifiS climbs 10 places to number 15 with 'Love Like This', which has been on the chart lor an amazing 16 weeks, Ft.a relative newcomer at 10 weeks, jumps mne places to 20...::' ACK ' 13 will be playing a one-off gig at London's Shepherds Bush Empire on February 15. This will follow the group's acclaimed début showcases at the Jazz Café last year...Meanwhile, rapper + will be making his UK début at Funk at London's Sound Republic on January 29. 

commentary] 
by alan iones 

's rare for the Pop Tip andH upfronî charts to have the same^ number one at the same time, and it's unique for them, to have the same two - but that's what happens this week with CEVIK FtSHER's Loleatta Holloway-sampiing '(You Got Me) Burnin' Up' enjoying a healthy lead over LUCID's 'Crazy' in both charts. On the strength of the wide acceptance given to both dises at underground and mainstream venues, il seems likely that they will both enjoy a fait degree of success at retail when commercially released next month...Last ( week, half of the Top 40 was made up of new entries but as those records jostle for position In the top tier this week, it is significantly harder for subséquent promos to make an impact. Consequently, the highest ot ■ this week's eight new entries-BUS SiOP's cover of the Van Halen hit 'Jump' - makes a fairly subdued début at number 17. With a pop-and-rap style which apes Ail Around The World labelmates N-Trance, Bus Stop are very popular on the commercial club scene. and reached number two on the Pop Tip chart with 'King Fu Fighting' and number 13 with 'You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet'„.CHE 8 is strong enough to hold the number 10 position with 'Strong Enough', and is aclually unlucky not to go higher. She has 34% more DJ support than last week, and is held back only by the aforementioned rush df records which debuted last week. With its current points tally, 'Strong Enough' would have been ranked sixth a week ago. 

Internet Management 
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[commentaryl by alan jones 
rup-on-.H" i ^ "ssrir"1 

Junior Boy'sOwn/VCReconlings 
2 ONLY YOU (PAUL GOTEL MIXES) CaSino 
5 "rTBTSSSïïS"®'''"0"*'^'* 
!EiroiïiSKsa™KrKOT"iio""B™'ras',i",i',s 
2 FUSH (GRIFTERS/SOUNDSCAPERS MIXES) The Grilters 3 THREE DRIVES (MIRO/YORK/LOST TRIBE/A20 ROTTERDAM MIXES) Greece 2000 6 WE ARE LOVE (FUNK FORGE/ROBBIE RIVERA MIXES) DJ Eric presenls 2 WHEN1GR0WUP (DANNY TENAGLIA MIXES) Garbase 6 CAN'T GET ENOUGH Soul Seatchers 3 TRANSONIC (DJ ENRICO/ORIGINAL MIXES) Wired 5 GOOD LIFE (BUENA VIDA) (SUMMER FIEST/VBARCELONA MIXES) Inner City ' TwS LOVE MY BROTHER, LOVE MY SISTER (DOMINATRIX/DJ ERNIE MIXES) Ttie Family leal. Alexander Hope Cleveland City 2 WHAT U 00 (ORIGINAUSTEPHEN EMMANUEU10 BELOW MIXES|/H0LO ON (SE22/aiïE MIXES) Colonre loal, Slephen Emmanual i Eska Ice Cream/lnlemo 2 EVERYONE'S A WINNER (ELECTROTHEQUE/SPACEDUST MIXES) Electrolheque Fresh CUBIK (VICTOR CLADERONE MIX)/B0IV1BADIN (FIRE1SLAND MIX) 808 State ZTT DIVING FACES (ORIGINAUBINARY FINARY MIXES) Llquid Child Neo THE LIVING DREAM (SUNDANCE/SWIMMER/TRANSJVCUT LA ROC MIXES) Sundance React 8 2 FUTURE 4 U(EP) Armand Van Helden (frt 6 IWANT YOUR LOVE (ROGER SANCHEZ/RHYTHM MASTERS/STONEBRIOGE/SOUL GRABBERAAN POOLEY MIXES) Roger Sancher presenls Ttdlighl Peipelual 5 BODY (CLUB 69/ASHLEY BEEDLE MIXES) Funky Green Dogs Twisled UK 3 STOHP (MIXES) Tricksler Phuzz! 5 LOVE STIMULATION (PAUL VAN DYK/BLANK & JONES/OLIVER LIEB MIXES) Paul Van Dyk presenls Humale MFS/Deviant 2 SUPER HARMONY (MIXES) Pills French Mercury 4 I WANT YOU FOR MYSELF (FULLIM1EMTION/CUTFATHER & JOE/IGNORANTS MIXES)/GIRL WHAT YOU WANNA 00 Anolher level   6 PROTECT YOUR MIND (LANGE/SUSPICIOUS MIXES) DJ Sakin & Friends STRONG (ORIG1NAL/DILLON & DICKENS MIXES) Turbo Funk 2 DREAMING (JIMMY GOMEZ MIXES) M People 2 MAKE UP YOUR MIND (ORIGINAL/MALCOLM OUFFY/RHYTHM MASTERS MIXES) Bass Jumpeis GET ON UP - FEEL GOOD/GET ON UP - DANCE Million Dollar Disco 2 WHAT'S YOUR NAME lan Pooley 2 TURN AROUND Phalts & Small 4 SEE LINE WOMAN (ORIGINAL/FULLINTENTION/PRESENCE/TODD EDWARDS MIXES) Songslress 4 JUST CAN'T GET ENOUGH Harry Choo Choo Romero BIG LOVE Pete Heller 2 THE POWER (BANANA BOYS MIXES) No Solution leal. Cynda ALL AROUND THE WORLD Usa JUST FOR THESEX OFIT Llvin'Joy 6 NO GOOD (ORIGINAL/AUTHENTICINDIVIDUALS/QUAKE MIXES) Da Fool 7 GIVEN UP (ORIGINAL/HUGSTAR/OLAV BASOSKI/FORTHRIGHT MIXES) Mirror Bail 3 THIS PARTY SUCKS! (ORIG1NAL/FIREISLAND MIXES) Fused 3 GOOD SHOT (SEB FONTAINE/VERN MIXES) Hand's Burn 4 LET THE MUSIC PLAY Beat Box leat.Raul 8 MADNESS THING (ALMIGHTY/AMEN UK MIXES) Lellani 6 LEARNING TO FLY (BIG C/MOONMAN/MISTRAL MIXES) Mother's Pride 2 AFTERSHOCK Pink Bomb KEEP ON (SPACEDUSTORIGINAL MIXES) Aquarius 3 CASSIUS 99 Cassius 4 MIRRORCHECK Soulhwesl 6 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU (REMIXES) Slardust 6 DAY MISSION (TIN TIN OUT MIXES) The EHect KING OF SNAKE Underaorld 5 PRAISE YOU/SHO' NUFF/ THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK (MULDER MIX) Falboy Sllm 6 THE REAL THING (JON MANCINI/G FORCE MIXES) Nalurale DARKNESS (MIXES) Saloshi Tomiie leal. Robert Owens/Cevin Fisher RED ALERT/YO-YO Basement Traxx 4 ESCAPE (KAY CEE/SIGNUM MIXES) Kay Cee 9 YOU SHOULD BE... (BLOCKSTER/LISA MARIE EXPERIENCE MIX) Blocksler  

Million Dollar Disco 
Locked On/XL Recordlngs US Subliminal Junior Boy's Own 

Downboy/Columbla1 
SpotOn/Itrrl Coalition 

Spirit Recordlngs 

Reality INCredible XL Recordlngs 

'(You Got Me) Burning Up' by^ CEVIN FISHER FEAT, LOLETTA HOLLOWAY retains its chart title by a comfortable margin, securing 17% more support than ils nearest rival. 'Burning Up' is still number one in considerably more DJ chart returns than any other record, and is runaway leader in almost ail of the country - though the record which moves up to number two - LUCID's 'Crazy' - is within 3% of it in the London area. The Lucid record debuted at number five last week on the strength of the band's own mixes and made its advance largely on exposure gained by those. With another 12-inch featuring harder mixes by Nalin & Kane now also with DJs, it may just have enough strength to reach pôle position next week- As well as topping the chart this week, Cevin Fisher is featured in a spoken-word capacity on the new SATOSH1E TOMIIE single 'Darkness', which débuts at number 57, though it had barely been serviced by the time this week's chart was put together. Expect it to climb steeply next week. Completing a good week for Fisher, his mixes of THE OTHER TWO single 'You Can Fly' help lift the New Order spin-off (Stephen Morris and Gillian Gilbert) to number five, A fine house anthem, it also features the vocals of Melanie Williams, who was the singer on Sub Sub's club chart topper of yesteryear, 'Ain't No Use',.. One of last year's biggest hits, STARDUSTs 'Music Sounds Setter With You', returns to the chart at number 52 as more DJs invest in the French import, which features a double-pack of mixes. The bootleg mix of 'Music Sounds Better With YouTTeardrops' simultaneously dips out of the chart - but there's even more bootleg action with Stardust now being mixed with the Daryl Hall & John Dates hit 'I Can't Go For That (No Can Do)' - though this is apparently 

Make sure yau're ready 
and able ta da business in 
Order the new Music Week Directary MOW sa 
yau get yaurs hat aff the press in January. 

CONTACT : ANNA SPERNI £7/77 S40 8585 

music directory 

where he was xre than 300 for planning 
nd, after Roger tsiness affairs jal matters. igo, when he i/s Gagan. |h I didn't It fail to be 
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big intake of new entries seemed to suggest that the mid-winter chart torpor was over - but this week it's distlnctly sluggish again, and the highest new entry is ranked only number 15. That's 'Love My Sister, Love My Brother', a stomping house track by THE FAMILY, released on Wolverhampton's Cleveland City label - which already has nearly 40 Top 10 club hits and seems odds- register another ne 

r 
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« COOLCUTS HOTLINE ''' ^ THE FASTEST WAV TO HEAR THE BEST UPFRONT OANCE MUSIC 0891 515 585 
Calls cosl 50p/min. Service is provided by Front ip a Global Account wilh Sv/iUcall. Cal 

FREAKIT Studio 45 
WHENIGROW UP Garbage (Notmuch left of Garbage on these Danny Tenaglia mixes) 
HAZEL Loop Da Loop (BoûncyStetsasonic-samplingpartygroove) 
FLOWERS Armand Van Helden (Filtered disco groove with Roland Clarke on vocats) 
EXTENDED PLAY EP Propellerheads (AHnewmaterialon this four-track EP) 
ELECTRONIC BATTLE WEAPON Unknown (Anonymous house grooves Irom the Chemical Brothers ' label) 
YOU CAN FLY The Olher Two (With mixes from Cevin Fisherand Quake) 
KINGTITO'SGLOVES Deadly Avenger (Excellent lour-tracker thatsets the standards for '99) 
KING OF SN AKE Underworld (With mixes from Dave Clarke and DaveAngel) 
PLAYING WITH KNIVES Bizarre Inc (Club classic gets an overhaulby Tall Paul and Dillon & Dickens) 
IT'S NOT RIGHT, BUT IT'S OK Whitney Houston (With mixes from Club 69, Johnny Vicious and Thunderpuss 2000) 
DELTA SUN BOTTLENECK STOMP Mercury Rev (Featuring a mix from the Chemical Brothers) 
CRIMINALS/TAKE HEED Outcast (Excellent breakbeat double-header) 
THE LIVING DREAM Sundance (With mixes from Transa and Cut La Roc) 
SOMEBODY SCREAM Horny United (Cheesetastic house track with lashings ofBoneyM) 
G-FONK Skee Wift (Livelybig beat workout) 
GOTTA HAVE HOPE Blackout (With mixes from Judge Jules and Dillon & Dickens) 
TONITE Supercar (Bouncy vocoderedpop disco) 
AFTERSHOCK Pink Bomb (Mélodie progressive trance track) 
EXPAND THE ROOM The Light (Flybrid breakbeat house with mix from Rennie Pilgrem) 

Azuli 
Mushroom 
Manifeste 

Wall Of Sound 
Freestyle Oust 

Vinyl Solution 
Arista 

20 EEH 

*4 
The HiWÊmÊÊmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊmÊmÊÊm 
Hatherley Mews, Londort El7 4CÎP 
Tel: +44 t03 181 581 8484 
Fax: +44 £03 181 581 4343 
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J o h n M o r t o n 
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HO production manager John , Morton liaises with ail of HHO's suppliers, including CD-I in Israël and Optical in Germany. Although he didn't join HHO until April 1997, his music industry career stretches back over very nearly 30 years. Morton joined Pye Records (later PRT) in 1966, and worked in most departments from press and promotion to production. As deputy to the général manager of distribution, he spent the last seven years of PRT's existence ensuring that the company's computer Systems ail ran smoothly. This brought him into day-to-day contact with copyright and royalty accounting functions, as well as the général distribution and stock control concerns. John subsequently joined Puise 8 Records, the pioneering indépendant dance label that achieved international chart success with such acts as Rozalla and Urban Cookie Collective. Morton joined HHO after six years with Puise 8, bringing with him his vast experience. He ensures that ail the heavy production requirements of HHO's flagship label Javelin are met at compétitive prices, and so regularly negotiates with print, cassette and CD suppliers, as well as liaising with the distributors such as Total Home Entertainment in the UK and others in Europe and the Far East. Morton is also responsible for the computer resources covering stock control, for both the UK and the overseas markets, and also royalty and général accounting functions. HHO offers a custom pressing service to other companies and Morton is responsible for structuring the prices for third-party customers. He is always on the end of the phone for any labels wishing to take advantage of HHO's range of compétitive design and manufacturing packages. As the Henry Hadaway Organisation continues to grow and expand, Morton will be harnessing the new média technology available to take the business requirements of HHO into the new millennium. "Working with Henry Hadaway is demanding but I have found him to be a very generous individuel and I have enjoyed working for the company during the past 18 months," says Morton. 

t one time, Roger Gagan was Henry Hadaway's bank manager. iNow he is in charge of HHO's business affairs. Gagan joined HHO in November 1997 from NatWest, where he was an area manager with 30 North London branches and more than 300 employées under his jurisdiction. He was also responsible for planning and strategy, and ensuring that targets were set and met. Henry and Roger remained close friends over the years and, after Roger took early refirement, Henry offered him the rôle of HHO business affairs manager, with responsibilities for contracts, royalties and légal matters. "I first met Henry just before Midem about seven years ago, when he came into the local NatWest branch at Golders Green," says Gagan, "He sat and talked for about haif an hour and, even though 1 didn't know much about the music business at that time, I couldn't fail to be won over by his enthusiasm and personalily. I was further impressed when he actually achieved everything that he said he would, and rr touch after that first meeting, and he often asked besides. We kepf when I was going to corne and work for 
myself as part of the music industry but, eventually, the opportunily presented itself." Gagan's rôle at HHO embraces ail financiai aspects of the company's business, as well as responsibilities for future planning and strategy. 

says. "Henry's negotiating skills are absolutely superb, and his enthusiasm for business is totally infectious. What's more, Henry is a music man fhrough and through. He is not just a successful entrepreneur but someone who genuinely loves music and the music industry. It really is his life." 

staff k e y 
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lan H o11o w a y 
H HO business development manager lan Holloway began his workihg life in production engineering with General Motors. He moved to the ATV Corporation in 1975 and over the past 24 years has developed a long career in the music business. Between 1975 and 1987, Holloway was responsible for the implementation of quality control procédures, the création and management of the production planning department, and computerisation of the distribution and warehouse Systems at Pye Records (PRT). As head of distribution services, he was also in charge of ail manufacturing and distribution facilities. By the time he left PRT in 1987, he had risen to the position of général manager responsible for ail opérations, as well as licensing activities. For the next five years Holloway ran his own company which offered pressing and distribution services to a range of small independent labels through EMI. In 1992 he joined HHO as business affairs manager, overseeing the company's many licensing agreements. At that time, HHO was also actively involved in publishing music 

CONGRATULATIONS 

HENRY 

Hey 

SOLD IN 40 COUNTRIES 
AROUND THE WORLD 

U.K Hong Kong 
Tel: (44) 161 834 8485 Tel: (852) 2750 7963 
Fax: (44) 161 832 8057 Fax: (852) 2707 9026 
e-mail; sales@kbi-e.co.uk e-mail: karrex@netvigator.com 

K.B. GROUP 

magazines încorporating cover-mounted 
CDs, and Hollowa/s experience and expertise proved particularly valuable in this area. He also worked on the coordination of a j sell-through video | label, as well as Gemini Vision's manufacturing and releases. Now, as business development manager at HHO, Holloway's brief is to work on spécial projects. The latest is the opening of a CD and CD-Rom manufacturing plant in the Mîddle East. "Henry has teamed up with a number of local industrialists in Jordan and my rôle wiil be to run the commercial side of the opération," Holloway explains. "I will be ensuring that production planning and co- ordination with customers runs smoothly, meeting the stringent demands of the music industry." Holloway will be spending a lot of time in the Middle East once the plant opens in 1999. "Our aim is to exploit the expanding local market as well as providing a service to Européen customers. The copyright laws in the Middle East have been considerably tightened, in order to drive out cassette piracy, and we are expecting that there will be considérable growth in the CD market as a resuit," he continues. 'The new plant will cater for that local demand and, in addition, we will be employing two or three sales people for the Européen market who will work from the HHO offices in London." Since joining HHO, Hollowa/s rôle has progressed into business development and he now concentrâtes on new business activities. 'Working in a smaller, dynamic opération gives rise to its own challenges which, with Hadaway's style of management, are always exacting but fun," Holloway adds. "I like the fact there is an informai atmosphère and no one stands on ceremony, but the work always gets done and there are very successful results." 

key staff 
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CONGRATULATIONS 

TO HENRY AND THE HENRY HADAWAY 
ORGANISATION ON YOUR 30 YEARS OF 

SUCCESS. 

From THE INTERNATIONAL INVESTIRENT 
ARABIAN GROUP 
in association with 

MULTI MEDIA TECHNOLOGY ORIENTAL GROUP 

WE ARE PROUD TO WORK WITH YOU IN THE FUTURE 
IN THE LAUNCH OF OUR NEW OPTICAL DISC 

MANUFACTURING FACILITY. 

"MULTI MEDIA TECHNOLOGY ORIENTAL GROUP' 
(MMT) 

Meeting the needs of the music and multi média industries. 

REPRESENTED AT MIDEM BY HHO ON STAND 
NO.11.19 

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT ARABIAN GROUP 
COMPANY. 

PO BOX; 925866, Code 11110, Amman, Jordan. 
Tel; 962 65 60555 Fax: 962 65 677771 

E-mail address : gai ©nol.com.jo 



S a r a h Black 
necentlv-appointed Javelin sales manager Sarah Black is Kresponsible for the coordination of ail international sales, as well 
as général administration. .. . . Sarah also has considérable input with new Jave in releases, and frequently utilises her extensive knowledge of popular music catalogues in compiling CD collections. "Our intention is to re-establish Javelin as a major player m the budget and super-budget marketplace," she says. "We have put together a five-point plan to achieve this. The first step has been to redesign the existing Javelin catalogue, as well as planning 40 new CD releases to strengthen the catalogue generally. Packaging of low- price product is extremely important and we will be unveiling a new look for the new millennium." Black points out that Javelin has access to a large amount of repertoire that has yet to be fully exploited. "In particular, we have very strong Irish and country music catalogues, and we shall certainly be releasing many more titles from these genres," she says. "There are currently around 300 CD titles in the entire Javelin range which includes the Spotlight sériés, Musique D'Or and Emperor (low-price 

OUR VERY BEST WISHES TO 

HENRYHADAWAY 

& The Henry Hadaway Organisation on their 30th Anniversary. 
May our association last for another 30 years - and more. 

Congratulations from ail ofyour friends at: 

CDI (COMPACT DISC INTERNATIONAL) LTD 
GAN GALRAM INDUSTRIAL ZONE 
KARM1EL, ISRAËL. 
TEL (972-4)9983121 
FAX (972-4) 9983124 

L&M OPTICAL DISC LLC 
303 LOUISIANA AVENUE 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
TEL (001-718) 649 3500 
FAX (001-718) 649 9300 
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dassicd product), Satril, Pure Sounds (South American and Cuban music), Prairie Country (country) and the Crown Collection." She adds that Javelin bas been particularly successful in the overseas market. "We have had some tremendous export sales, but it i now a priority lo re-establish Javelin's market share in the UK. There will be a dosely coordinafed campaign between Javelin and our co-distributor, Total Home Entertainment." Javelin's philosophy has always been to ensure that the product looks and sounds good as if it were retailing at full price. "By offering great value for money we will build up long-term consumer loyalty. At HHO and Javelin we are always looking for new concepts and for ways of making our product stand head and shoulders above the compétition," she says. "I believe that we are achieving that aim and that Javelin will enter the new millennium as one of the UK's leading low- price music companies." Sarah, who has been with HHO for four years, previously had a successful career as a télévision actress, as well as being a présenter for Sky Télévision. 

mâ 

il 
Javelin's range of titles offers great value ii country, dassical and timeless music 

Consratulations 

Henry 
on your 

30 
years* 

A Lord by title, 
but a Prince of a man. 

From your friends at Front Row Entertainment, Inc. 

Javelin 

key staff 

"Congratulations 

on a virtuoso 

performance. 

Best wishes 

from 

Edmonds Bowen 

& Company, 

Solicitors" 
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r Munaver Khan 
A Ithough his first responsibility lies with the HHO studio, where he ./jLfirst worked as a tape operator and then engineer, Munaver Khan is now very much part of the Javelin team and often plays a crucial rôle in the production of many of the label's CD reieases. Khan joined HHO two years ago and in his spare time he can be seen DJing in London clubs such as The Complex in Islington, and Smithfields in Farringdon. , He has been able to make great use of his wide | knowledge of popular music by I compiling various CD reieases I for Javelin, the most recent of I which are Classic Soul and I Classic Jazz. Khan also puts I together spécial samplers which I are subsequentiy sent out to I other companies who want to 1 license product from HHO and V Javelin. ■ 

A n 11 a i e m i : r i o i 

CONGRATULATIONS 

AND BEST WISHES 

TO HENRY AND ALL 

AT HHO 

Laurence Myers 
1 York Street 

London W1H 1PZ 
Tel: 0171-224 4780 
fax; 0171-224 4790 

email: LaurMyers@aol.com 

Anna Demetriou joined the Henry Hadaway | Organisation in 1994, and is now the company's licensing manager. She deals with j HHO's international customers around the world, and also works closely with the MCPS in the UK. In addition, she acts as personal assistant to Henry Hadaway, running his day-to-day diary | as well as organising letters and " administration. This is a rôle that she says she particularly enjoys. "Henry is a great character and the whole company has a great atmosphère. Everybody gets on with everybody, and nobody is too big to help someone else out with their job," she adds. Demetriou came straight to HHO on graduating from the University Of North London with a Higher National Diploma in business and finance. Her first job was as a receptionist at Satril House and she gradually worked her way up the ladder before becoming Henry's personal assistant and HHO licensing manager 18 months ago. 
Sue P i 1 i n a 

A ccounts manager Sue Pilina has worked for the Henry Hadaway . . Organisation for the past five years. She is in constant contact with ail HHO's customers and suppliers, and so ensures a smooth flow of information, which in turn guarantees that accounts are always kept up to date. Apart from checking bank balances, and making sure that ail payments are mode and received on time, Pilina also looks after the sales and purchase ledger and has responsibilities for ail of Hadaway's corporate subsidiary companies. She is also involved with sorting CD stock at g HHO headquarters. Pilina, who works closely with business affairs manager Roger Gagan, came to HHO from the fashion 1 industry, where she spent seven years as a wholesaie buyer in London's East End. A regular visiter to Midem on behalf of HHO, Pilina says, "1 enjoy working at HHO. No two days are ever the same and there are always new challenges to keep everybody on their toes. Henry is a very experienced music business entrepreneur. Not only does he bring out the ^ best in everybody, but he inspires great loyally among his staff, too." 

key staff 
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R0BA 

MUSIKVERLAGE 

We are happy to be a 

member of your family! 

From Rolf and ail at Roba 

With Compliments 

Roba Music Publishing 

- The major publishing alternative- 

Feldbrunnenstrasse 50 

D-20148 Hamburg 

Telefon +49 (0) 40/414108-0 

Telefax +49 (0) 40/414108-77 



HHO 

H 

W a r r e n R i c h a r 
Warren Richards joined HHO full time as; art and graphie design director a year 
ago, after freelancing for the company for almost a decade. Richards, who previously ran his own graphie design company, is responsible for 
the sleeves of ail of Javelin's various CD and ' cassette ranges. He also designed the Javelin catalogue and has responsibilities for picture research, "Henry has always enjoyed having his own input with of the company", says Richards. "He has a keen eye for ta make his own suggestions. 

S u s a n H i c k s 
I T)eceptionist Susan Hicks is usually the first person fvanybody visiting or phoning Satril House will encounter. Her friendly but professional manner represents a perfect shop window for HHO's welcoming style. Susan has worked with the company for 18 months but léarned her professional skills in the hôtel industry. | 
N i c h o1 a s Green 

THO company accountant Nicholas Green is the 'new kid on the llblock' at HHO, but brings with him a wealth of accountancy experience. He also acts as company secretary for HHO. After graduating from Bristol University, where he studied économies, Green leamed his trade working as a manager for four years with Cooper & Lybrand in the City of London. The company, one of the largest 
financial business advisers in the UK, recently merged with Price Waterhouse. . Green looks after ail of HHO's financial administration and, as company secretary, keeps an eye on the financial affairs of every one ot 

With i.nd» Rcdio 
and présents a regular programme on environmental issues a g London area, which is broadeast to several north London hospita including the Royal Free in Hampstead. 

musieweek 

HAPPYBIRTHDAY HENRY 
Im looking forward to 
working with yoo for 
the next SB years ! 

MUSIC AVENUE BRUSSELS PARIS MONTREAL LONDON ;IC AVENUE (Europe) sprl/bvba: 17 rue Beckere ■ 1040 BRUSSELS 

SelleS Eut. 
Thomasz Bielski 

With HHO we know we're in pôle position 
Congratulations to Henry Hadaway on 

30 years of success . . . 

From SelleS Em 

Thomasz Bielski & Marek Krasmvski 
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THANK YOU FOR LEADING US TO SUCCESS 

HHO 
Henry Hadaway Organisation Ltd 

CONGRATULATIONS FOR YOUR 30™ ANNIVERSARY IN THE 
MUSIC BUSINESS, FROM YOUR MAIN SPANISH PARTNER 

OVER 3.000.000 RECORDS SOLO TRIS YEAR 
THE BEST CATALOGUES FOR THE MOST EXPECTED COMPILATIONS 

C/ DOCTOR CASTELO N° 10 - 6° C - 28009 MADRID - SPAIN 
PHONE: 00-34-91 -574.41.88 FAX; 00-34-91 -574,45.21 



DDE M SUPPLEMENT 

SH0WIN6o/r 

An at-a-glance guide to the UK companies exhibiting at this year's Midem. Compiled by Phil Ross. 
  the hrisssl at midem stand 1999 
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PINNACLE IMPORTS 

THE UK's No. I 
MUSIC 

IMPORTER 
Call us FIRST 
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(^ticamsa 
COur modem plant can meet 

ail your CD replication needs. 

ocussed on Quality. 
Compétitive onprtce 
And always on time 

V) 

Are you paying too much for your CD replication? 
To find out how much you could save and still 

receive the level of service you expect call us on 
( 0118 9813347 J 

to find out what we can do for you. 

  



^■aucMoÊI 

■■feillll 
High level of customer service 

Experienced production controllers 
Fast and accurate quoting service 

Established for over 8 years 

LONDON ® 0171 485 7499 
© 0171 2841151 

BRISTOL ® 0117 9009042 
© 0117 900 9043 

Manufacturing 

CD Cassette Vinyl 

n 

s of the music releases that we securlty is a top 
The high profile of manufacture means you can be priority at First Sound & Vision. We also realise that when you have a hot number on your hands, you'll need it in the shops, and on the shelves in record time - we always _ endeavour to be as fast as possible. O 
We aim to achieve the best possible service for ail of our customers, our primary target is to manufacture to the highest Qf quality within an agreed time scale. 

First Sound & Vision Group L1 

^ IDE nKHr « 

PART Y 

planning 
Midem provides extensive opponunnies io meci uusiumers - and a 

range of firms can help create a mémorable promotional event, writes Steve Hemsley 

W: 

handful of clients at cocktail evening on one of the many luxury boats in the marina or a full-blown party for 200 guests at a nightclub which 
image. Of course, the cost of putting a face to a name or renewmg acquamtances from previous years in this way can be considérable. But companies realise that a joke shared across a restaurant table off the Croisette could be enough to secure lucrative business for years to corne. Creative travel agency Premierpace is one of a handful of companies which spécialisés in helping arrange Midem events. According to managing director Tim Cocking it can organise anything from a lunch on the beach (not always recommended in January) te 

Cocking: specialising in Midem 

Cannes: hospitality opportunities 
party on the terrace of one of the many private villas within walking distance of the Palais. Clients can take their guests away from Cannes to a nearby castle, island or vineyard, while this year, Cocking says, one unnamed firm plans to take over a restaurant for a night and fiy in a British TV celebrity chef to do the cooking. To ensure none of the invited guests is tempted to miss the dinner by remaining in the Martinet bar ail evening, Premierpace has arranged chauffeur-driven transport to ferry them from 

The cost of such a dinner is likely to be approximately £55 a head, plus the added expense of hiring a famous chef or having a themed night. The boats moored in the Cannes Port have always been popular with companies wanting to splash out a little at Midem. Companies considering hiring a boat for the first time can expect to pay around £2,500 a day for a three-berth and can book through a travel agency or direct with the boat's . This may sound expensive, but 
sweden.- chillfng oui 
Export Music Sweden (ExMS) wlll be hosting this year's opening night party, and managing director 
it is a worthwhile - 
investment. 

decisi 
meeting last year to use Midem to promote the région s artists through a sériés of "Cool Sweden showeases. Ward expects aro d 4 50° delegates to attend the opening night party at the Palm Beach Hôtel along with 
the Swed- lnClUdlng rePresentativé? from whlch^rtists wMl'p'erfo^m were nt^known as Music Week went to press, buUhey am believed to include million-selling star Meia We thought hosting the opening nieht Party would be the best wayt^uî 

Î expensive for one organisation to host an event the size of the opening night party and we have no commercial sponsor. The party is being paid for by our members who range from musicians to record companies and rights organisations," he adds. ExMS has managed to attract some extra funding, however: the National Council for Cultural Affairs has donated £15,000 and other Swedish government grants total around £38,000. 
MUSIC WEEK 23 JANUARV 1999 
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X^-ter^a-tio^al H^slc 
Xlr^6,V'^QjtLot|CLl V'ul-flllr^C-Vvb 

6295 NW13th Avenue Suite B Miami FL 33169 

rleyva@msimusic.cc 
voice; 31 20 609 6557 fax: 31 20 609 7448 www.depot31 .com rolf@depot31.com 

ni i if c m 

jjflijjjjjij companies 
Elghtles, 

ve U.... usinë Casablanca boat to entertain customers at Midem. For the 
nast few years it bas shared 
t

P
hesefaciilties-andthe cost- 

«flth private bank Coutts. Joint r„vltation-only cocktail evenings are held on the Sunday, Monday and Tnesday 
icht for clients of both  companies as many of Deloitte & Touche ; customers also bank with Coutts. Then are separate meeting rooms, but this yea the boat will be used for themed lunche: with guests invited each day to discuss ; hurning issue currently affecting th. international music industry. 

at iviiaem. The boat has phone and fax facilitles and is a useful place for our clients to vlsit while they are In Cannes. 1 They do not really want to be j talking to their accountant while they are trying to do business in the Palais," says Deloitte & Touche tax partner Charles Bradbrook. Richard Skinner is one of two Coutts managers who will iive on the boat 
entertaining at Midem as a great way for us to support the independent music sector because a lot of our clients will be in Cannes," be says. "We put banners around the boat and see a lot of people through our corporate membership of a number of trade organisations, including 

nd private parties. To get the , «a =„™.. .i,„ from you 

unusual to discover that a new client has the IMF. 
delegates will usually stay on the boat throughout Midem, saving on hôtel bills, while it can be a cost-effective corporate alternative to booking a stand in the Palais. Dean Borg, an executive at Midem's appointed UKtravel agent Dovetail, says, -Beats are great for entertaining if the weather is good. If it is not, they can get a bit cramped." MCI is one company which has regularly reserved yacht space - usually the Pearl - and booked a live-in chef to serve both staff and guests. The company would usually send out invitations to licensors at the beginning of December. "This year we have decided to refocus our Midem presence by taking a stand in the hall," says MCI sales after an hour or so to export head Steve 'Il iS eSSenlial yOU flOt Only largel alosely visit a rival function. It Fruin. -But there is M n(jtl sonle pilialI crea|e a is therefore essentiel 

only target closely 
Althougt 

record company, publisher or staff to ensure that invitatinr 

to entertain up to 12 people every night on the boat than it is to take customers out in Cannes." Dovetail's Dean Borg says another popular alternative for a party is to hire one of the private apartments situated in the Palais area. They can accommodate delegates and be used to entertain guests every night or lunchhme. The costs of renting an apartment for the duration of Midem is a fiât fee of around FFr40,Ci (£4,314), plus any catering expenses 

—. — ...... n  t0 get; confirmation 
nol-to-be-missed evenl' - Tim Cocking from the buyer s offic that theu will attend 

uiuviding cocktails. Large evenis can a be organised away from Cannes including the fortress on the Isle St Marguerite off Cannes which, tourist legend has it, once held the famous Man In The Iran Mask. " an hold up to 250 party-goers, and " bats or magicians are to provide entertainment. A ae unforgettable but, 

cid, again, organising transport . your event is treated as a priority. Choosing a lunchtime rather th. evening can also boost numbers i delegates are often keen for any i spend an hour or two away from t stands in the Palais. On a more business footing, ail the showeases at Midem, including the opening night party in the Martinez hosted this year by Export Mu Sweden and the British Music Night on can also Monday, are organised through th 

Cocking says important to      Midem. 'While the five-star hôtels in Cannes have excellent facilities, companies should wnsider more unusual sites to hold dinners, 

iviiuem organisation and must be arranged in advance via its Spécial Events Department in Paris. For smaller companies which sometimes do not even register to attend Midem, the corporate entertainment roadshow is usually centred around the main hôtel bars, such as in the Martinez or the Carlton, where every evening can be a vaiuable source of contacts and possible ea s. Those visiting Cannes on a very strict budget for a couple of days will simply network in the bars int0'h®®fe
r|yh

h
e°

U^e they get invited to a party while they are ^ 
there, ail the better. 

iij jijjj pgr!®îMiineâ 
Mshy delegates will attenu Midem's Person of the Year Présentation which this year ^'il be made to BMI's Président and CEO Frances 

)J<P 
rk- 

ppventh person and th. *°man to reçoive the I 7en she collects Pneolade at the cerem. î!16 Carlton Hôtel at 8pm on PRRHM! mesday January 26. UiMiattll Preston jolned BM1 in 1958 after 
iriH ^ mus'c broadcastlng " "st'ies in Nashville, Tennessee. She Pened BMI's southern régional office and e'ought artists such as BB King. Chuck 
Music week 23 january 1999 

compositions were protected when the Copyrights Amendments Act of 1992 was 
pa ed Xavier W-J*™ executive of Ree Organisation, wili host the présentation. "Frances has [TTBifl not only achieved exceHen thp field of performmg and success in the ^ trusted and rights - she has f thousands of steadfast cha,T°",ic pLlblishors." he songwriters and music P says. 

19-22,1999 
congress center east 
cob^ne fairtjvat 

3 ea^befor^ 
• tho SP"013'VAT) 



PolyGram 

« 

WZâ 

PolyGram manufactùring can turn your 
CD-ROM creativity intp CD-ROM reality. 
As one of the World's leading CD 
manufacturers, no one is betté^S' 
quallfied or equipped to handlé ait your 
CD requirements. 
COMPETENTLY. COMPREHENSIVELY. 
The PolyGram professional team can provide 
ail the latest dise formats: CD ROM & DVD. 
With in-house pre-mastering, mastering, 
reprographies, upto six-colour printing on 
dise and packaging. 
For CD runs from lOO to-.virtual;^HS-;- ||i 
infinity call now for our full info-file 

Merrick Iszatt 
PMDC Ltd 

347-353 Chiswick High Road 
London W4 4HS 

Téléphoné: 0181 742 5500 
Facsîmile: 0181 742 5501 
e:mai|: iszatt@uk.polygram.com 

COMPETITI 
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ALBUMS 
mrm 
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CHART 
COMMENTARY 

bv ALAN JONES 

ALBUM FACTMLE 
When Norman Cook released his Fatboy Slim album You've Corne A Long Way, Baby last October with a picture of a rather corpulent youngster weanng a T- shirt bearing the legend Tm #1 so why try barder", it seemed like a cocky comment, and one which backfired slightly when the album subsequently debutedr ' — —-     

and Dave Hemingway's The Beautiful South. But fuelled by the success of the i third single Fraise You, You've Corne A Long Way, Baby has done just that in the last few weeks, however, moving 30-16- 6-1, arriving at the chart summit on its 13th week in the shops. It éclipsés "fiobbie Williams' l've Been Expecting You, which sold 7,000 copies fewer last week. You've Corne A Long Way Baby has sold more than ^10,000 copies so far. 
Last week it was Robble Williams who had two albums in the Top 10 - but this week that honour belongs to the Corrs, It's not exactly unusual for Talk On Corners there - it has spent more than half i week chart career in the Top 10 - b their eariier album Forgiven, Not Forgotten 

MARKET REPORT TOP 10 C0MPANIES TOP C0RP0RATE GR0UPS 
65 

.75m, 

ils of why it has suddenly taken off, check out the mid-price chart analysis on page 17. A further 18% slump in album sales lasi - week brought them crashing < less than a quarter of the levei tney reacne1 
in the week prior to Christmas. Only a handful of albums actually increased their sales last week with Fat Boy Slim's You've Corne A Long Way, Baby (up 42%), The Corrs' Forgiven, Not Forgotten (127%), The Offspring's Americana (52%) and Another Level's self-titled début (29%) making substantial headway. Like the others. 

COMPIIATIONS 

SALES UPDATE PERCENTAGE OF UK ACTS IN THE CHART UK; 53.3% US: 40.0% Other 6.7% 
iw single i Want You For Myself. The ; previous highest position came last ter, with its number 22 début. 

While dealers look to the 25th January release of the début album from Casslus and the latest from 911 to pick up the pace a bit, the highest newcomer to this week's chart is Lloyd Cole, whose The Collection débuts at number 24. Unless it improves it will have peaked at a lower position than six of his reguiar albums. The biggest was igss's Easy Pièces, which peaked at number five. Meanwhiie, American rockers the Black Crowes continue their fall from grâce, managing only a number 34 début for 
After slumping as low as number 71 and looking out for the count, Whitney Houston's latest album My Love Is Your Love continues its modest recovery, climbingthis week 62-57. Its improvement has been triggered by Increasing airplayfor Houston's next single It's Not Right But It's OK, though a return of 85,000 sales in nine weeks, and a peak chart position of 27 are both meagre byHous  

After seven weeks atop the compilation chart. Now That's What I Call Musicl 41 siips to number two, surrendering pôle position to The Best Club An" 99...Ever!. The only Now albums to spend longer at number one are Now 29 (nine weeks) and Now 39 (eight weeks), though Now 34 and Now 35 also topped the chart for seven weeks. Now 41 sold only 16,000 copies last week, to bring its overall tally to 1.054,000, while the number one début of The Best Club Anthems 99...Ever!. It's the only new album in the Top 20, with another new EMI/Virgin title - Maximum Hardcore - making a less pulsating début at number 26 with less than th of the sales. 

ie Little Voice débuts at 
te vocalists like Piaf, Bassey . It's the third highest ranking k on the album chart, tralling only ck & Two Smoking Barrels at 8, and the Jackie Brown 

liâMiî iiiPiOT TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

t little ot 

er by returning to the Top 100 : and now c" ' ■■ ult of being mid-price. The ail ■ ■ ■ - 
months in the chart, selling 70,000 copies. auliiAL.xi^S^TrJB Hardertoexplain-despitewidespread SALES UPDATE price discounting - is the return of The Best versus last ■■SUgHt— yeartodate Christmas Album In The World...Ever! which WE£K: - "totf'T-, VjjRjHIS LAST re-enters the chart at number 41 this week. 

COMPILATIONS' SHARE OF TOTAL SALES Artist albums: 76.6% 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS WE BEEN EXPECTING YOU OU-VE COME A LONG WAY, BA LADIES & GENTLEMEN - THE BE ALK ON CORNERS 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 

THE BEST OF 1980-1990 
FORGIVEN. NOT FORGOnEN NE NIGHT ONLY IG WILLIE STYLE HIS IS MY TRUTH TELL ME YOURS 

AVAGE GARDEN 

NOW THAFS WHAT I CALL MUSIC1 41 HITS 99 CHEF AID - THE SOUTH PARK ALBUM THE BEST CLUB ANTHEMS 99...EVER! IV-JUDGE JULES & BOY GEORGE 
MAVERICK 7 THE BOX R&B HITS ALBUM ISLAND 8 MUSICOF THE NIGHT M PEOPLE 9 THE VERY BEST OF THE LOVE ALBUM CHRYSALIS 10 WOMAN ATLANTIC 11 MASSIVE DANCE:99 POLYDOR 12 THE ALL TIME GREATEST LOVE SONGS - III COLUMBIA 13 ESSENTIAL SELECTION '98 - TONG/OAKENFOLD EPIC 14 THE GREATEST HITS OF 1938 15 HEARTBEAT - THE 60 8 GOLD COLLECTION 16 ESSENTIAL SELECTION '98 - TONG/OAKENFOLD 17 KISS ANTHEMS 98 DIVAS 2 THE ALL TIME GREATEST MOVIE SONGS 

VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS 

EMI/VIRGIN/P0LY6RAM WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV COLUMBIA VIR6IN/EMI MINISTRYOF SOUND WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV TELSTARTV POLYGRAM TV 
SONY TV/POLYGRAM TV WARNER/POLY/GLOBAL COLUMBIA 

VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS 
POLYGRAM TV GLOBAL TELEVISION SONY TV/POLYGRAM TV WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV 
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l'VE BEEN EXPECTING YOU ★4ChrysaiiS 4373372 (E) 28 = WHERE WE BELONG ★5Polyclor5592002«592004/-(F| 

UK ALBUM CHART 

TOP 75 

erU 

Jive/Ebul 0519412/0519114/-|P) 
30 m ,0 MODERN CLASSICS - THE GREATEST HITS ★ h Paul Wsller (Lynch/Weller) CIDD808(VICT808I)/ILPSI 
31 ' 
32 ZG ,1 THE MASTERPLAN * 

RAY OF LIGHT *3 Maverkk 9362468472 (W 33 - Circa/Virgin WBRCDX 4 (E) 
FORGIVEN, NOT FORGOTTEN ★ Atiamic 7557926122 (wi 
THE BEST OF 1980-1990 *2 ïta 

34 UgJjBY YOUR SIDE 
35 3 

11 ' LIFETHRUALENS*5 
30 3, l0 GREATEST MOMENTS ★ Virgin CDVX2865/rCV2865/-(El ^ ^ Culture Club (Levine/Mardin/Hahn/Pet Shop Boys/Culture Club/Rogers) 37 30 61 LETSTALKABOUT LOVE *6 11 J ' Celme Dion iManin/foslor/Wake/AUnasiefimomei/Hart 19 ,6 „BIGW1LLIE STYLE ★Columbia4886622/4886624/4886621 (SM| OQas 8 WONDER N0.8 • FirstAvenue/Mercury5588142(F) I t. W.liSmhh(PuffOaddy/TraclonaslersAVarrenG/Dupris/JazzyJeff/Various) "O Honeyz(Lavina/lgnorants) 5588144/- 

13^ ONE NIGHT ONLY ★2 39 1 

THIS1S MYTRUTH TELLMEYOURS *2 Epie4317039ismi /in 52 ,3 ON A DAY LIKETODAY • A&M/Mercury5410162ifi Manie Street Preachers IHedges/Ennga) 4917034/4917031 Bryan Adams |Adams/Thornalley/Rock| 5410164/- ,0 GREATEST ★ 

GRAN TURISMO O 
BRINGITON ANOTHER LEVEE 582412IBMGI ^ 
POSTCARDS FROM HEAVEN -*-4 wid Card/Poiydor ifi QUENCH *2 
JANE MCDONALD ★ 
100% COLOMBIAN 

122 B1G CALM • 

024 uns 
25 < 

3 SULTANS OF SWING • THE VERY BEST Of • vanigo 5586582 m 

52 
53* 
54 - 
55 ' 
56 - 
57 - 
58 - 
59 ™ 
60 i 
61 « 
62 G 
63 = 
64 60 

65 " 
66 □ 
67 = 
68 - 
69 - 
70 « 
71 I 
72 - 
73 

' 74 - 
751 

Warner Bros K 9254472IW) 

A&M/PolyrJor 5409742 (F) 

0 NEVER S-A-Y NEVER • 

■ THE BEST OFRODSTEWART+s V 
Hut/Virgin CDHUT 45 (E) 

■ GENERATION TERRORISTS Mumbia 4710609 ismi 
I Grand Royal/Parlopirone 4957232 (El 

Multiply MULTYCD 2 (W) 

ercury 5381042/5381044/- (F| C fl 43 60 LEFT OF THE M1DDLE *3 RCA 74321KWMÇI ilev/Stanley/Cole/Maher/Peters) NalateImbmglia(Tbornally/GoWeiiberaWnslitfBronleBweel 7432 5 4W 
 Kl 36 ,3 HONEYTOTHEB* InnocentCDSINIIEI Ol 36 Billie (Marr/Pagel SINMCV- 

warner.esp/Global TV RADCD IIO(BMG) 
■ BLOOD SUGAR SEX MAGIK * Wamer Bros 7599266812(W) 

TOP nOMPILATIQNS 

15- 
16 THE GREATEST HITS OF1998 

18 
19j 
201 ijACKÎËBRbWN (OST) O 

PolyGram TV/Sony TV 5654392/5654394/- IFI 
MASSIVE DANCE:99 • Wamer/PolyGram/Globat 5655352S655354/- (FI 
THE ALL TIME GREATEST LOVE SONUS ■ III * Mumbia SONYTV SBCO/SONTO 56MC/- ISMI 
ISSENTIAL SELECTION '98 - TONG/OAKtNEULU i 

7ESSENTIAL SELECTION '98 ■ T0NG/0AKEN1ULU 

CD 106/RAOMC 106/- IBMG) 
PolyGram TV 5592652/5592654/- 1R 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 
S P E CI A LI S lEI 

8VIID-PRICE 
E3 SECOND COMING 

GREATEST HITS BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER RESERVOIR DOGS TRANSFORMER ULTIMATE PARTY MEGAMIX 

TakeThat Simon And Gariunkf Original Sounduack 

Robert Miles 
Otis Redding 

GeHen GEO 24503 (BMG) Elektra EKT44CD |W) sation CRECD 076 (3MV/V) ieHenGEFLO 19288 (BMG) Telstar MULTY CD1 (W) Epie 4774212 (SM) 
Vertigo 8244992 (F) RCA 74321355582 (BMG) Columbia 4624882 (SM) 

RCA 74321601812 (BMG Crimson CRIMCD51 (EUK Columbia 4740642 (SM Anxious 3984258202 (BMG 

COUNTRY 

LOVE SONOS SONOS OF INSPIRATION WIDE OPEN SPACE LOVE SONOS MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS HUNORY AGAIN BLUE 
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE WHERE YOUR ROAD LEADS THE WOMAN IN ME SEVENS STEPINSIDETHIS HOUSE 
IF I DONT STAY THE NIGHT 

Gaith Brooks Lyle Lovett Emmylou Harns Mindy McCreai laniel O'Donnell & Mary Duff 

Mercury 3115360032 (F) Curb/Hit Label/London 5560202 (F) MCA Nasbville UMO 80456 (BMG) Ritz RZBCD 715(RMG/F) Ritz RITZBCD 709 (P) Epie 4808422 (SM| Virgin KENNYCOl (E| MCA MCD11344 (BMG) MCA Nasbville UMD 80522 (BMG) Cutb/The Hil Label CURCO 028 (RMG/F) Warner Brothers 2467902 (Impotl) MCA Nasbville UMD 80508 (BMG) Curb/Tlie Hit Label CURCDIMS (RMG/F) MCA Nasbville UMD 80513 (BMG) Mercury 5228862 (F) Capitol 8565992 (E) MCA MCAD211831 (BMG) Grapevine GRACD 241 (RMG/F) BNA 74321528302 (BMG) litz RITZBCD 707 (P) 

BUDGET 
HEAVEN AND HEU REEL SESSIONS THE BEST OF DEPARTURES PRETTY WOMAN-THE BEST OF 
SONGS OF LOVE THE COLLECTION GREATEST HITS GREATEST HITS 

Michael Bail Michael Bail Léonard Cohen 

/ler Columbia 4736662 (SM) Warp WAP 112CD{V) Camden 74321476812 (BMG) Global Underground GUSAK 
Moving Shadow ASHADOW382CD (SRD NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS ANTICHRIST SUPERSTAR APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION GREATEST HITS l& Il 

Warner Bros 7599266812 (W) GeHen DGC 24425 (BMG) Reprise 9362457952 (W) Vertigo 5383512 (F) Mushroom D 31450 (3MV/P) Virgin SPUNKI(E) 

XFM 

3 WILD WOOD CD WALK LIKE A PANTHER '98 4 MY FAVOURITE GAME 15 F1RE ESCAPE O TROPICALIA 6 THE BARTENDER AND THE THIEF WHEN I GROW UP 
LOTUS 
PRETTY FLY (FOR A WHITE GUY) 

Mushroom (3MV/P) MUSH29CD One Little Indian (P)232TP7CD Warner Bros {W)W466CD 

555 NEVER THERE L00KIN6 FOR SPARKS DELTA SUN BO KOREAN BODEGA YOU GETWHATYOU GIVE ONE WEEK SLOW GRAFFITI WHIPPIN' PICCADILLY BATTLEFLAG MALIBU EVERY YOU EVERY ME AEROPLANE SONG 

MCA (F) MCD11733 GolBeat (F) N/A Capricorn(E) 5380992 
V2 (3MV/P) VVR5005413 Chrysalis (V) N/A MCA (B) MCA5P4276 Reprise (W) 217174 Jeepster (P) N/A 

SKINT (3MV/P) SKINT38CD GeHen (B) GED25164 Hut (E) CDFLOOR8 
©CIN/Media Research 

INDEPENDENT SINGLES 

BEAUTIFUL DAY UP TO THE WILDSTYLE BAD GIRLS/I LIKE TOM'S PARTY WOULD YOU...? FOR AN ANGEL IF YOU BUYTHIS RECORD... ITFEELSSO GOOD THE BARTENDER AND THE THIEF CAFE DEL MAR '98 BE BRAVE IF YOU COULO READ MY MIND HOUSE MUSIC (IN MY BRAIN) SENSUALITY THEROCKAFEUER SKANK GANGSTER TRIPPIN 
SEX ONTHEBEACH 

Skinl SKINT 42CD (3MV/P) Ebu/Jive 0519142 (P) Création CRESCD308X (3MV/V) AATW CDGLOBE170 (P) Delirious 0EUC011 (P) ■ 
V2VVR 5003083 (3MV/P) Déviant DVT24CDS(V) Pepper 0530132 (P) Sorious SERR 004CD1 (V) 

Hooj Choons HOOJ 64CD (V) R&S RS 98135CD (3MV/P) Tommy Boy TBCD 7497 (P) Tripoli TraxTTRAX 043 (ADD) 
Skint SKINT 35CD(3MV/P) Skinl SKINT 39CD(3MV/P) Grecnslcevos GRECO 588 (SRD) Conlrol/Edel 0042395 CON (P) 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 

DESERTER S SONGS 
WORD GETS AROUND ÛNEWAYOF LIFE-BEST OF THE BOY WITH THE ARAB STRAP FIN DE SIECLE SONGBIRD UPUPUPUPUPUP DEBUT JURASSIC 5 WHO CAN YOU TRUST? JANE McDONALD POST/TELEGRAM THE SINGLES 86>98 

Belle & Sébastian The Divine Comedy 

Jane McDonald Bjork Depeche Modo 

Skint BRASSIC11CD (3MV/PI 
Mushroom MUSH 29CD (3MV/PI Indochina ZEN 017CDX (P) Création CRECD 241 (3MV/VI V2VVR100379213MV/P) Jivo 0522662 (PI Jive 0517932 (PI V2VVR100043813MV/PI Cbina/Jive 0522152 (PI Jeepster JPRCD 00313MV/PI Sciante SETCOL 0571V) Blix Street G 210045 (HOT) Cooking Vinyl C00KCD173(V) One Little Indian TPLP31CDX (PI ■ Pan PAN 015CD1 (V) Indochina ZEN 009CDIP) 
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CHARTS THE UK OFF 

A 
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MID-PRICE m 
MID-PRICE FACTFILE A number four hit on the regular album conducted of late, and ha s caused a ripple 

REPORT time it was slammed by critics, even being with Second Corning benefiting most, net described as "John Squire's nightmarish Led least because it is both less oxpensive and Zeppelin fantasy", the Stone Roses' Second more actively promoted than much of their Corning album has been largely in the shade other product. Second Corning sold more 1 of their earlier self-titled album, which was than 65,000 copies last year, enough for it | the critics' choice of best album of 1989. to rank ISTth in the annual chart, but has 1 Stone Roses included the classlc Fool's increased its weekly sales considerably of 
by ALAN JONES 1 well in the prolifération of 'best ever' poils chart this week. 

While growth of the budget seotor has slowed to almost nothing, the mid price sector is getting increasingly compétitive, with more bargains than ever before to be had. Albums are bemg reduced to mid-price - either permanently or for a limited period - much more quickly than used to be the case, and the spring^sales 
companies offering dealers generous discounts on vast ranges of mid-prioed répertoire. The currenl campaigns generally call for discounts of 15%, though one major is offering 22% off its mid-price range for a 

units are ordered, effectively - though not for chart purposes - pushing their titles into the budget sector, and allowing dealers sufficient margin to include them in significant price promotions of their own. Alongside the many albums being reduced to mid-price permanently are many 
period only, among them The Corrs' début album Forgiven, Not Forgotten. The album has moved 83-22-8 on the regular album chart in the last fortnight, as record shops introduce a heavy discount on it ahead of nporary réduction in 

accidentally stated in chart analysis, has so 
exception slumping 1-: and hilarious aller ego 

re released at mid-price. jn their c 

violent downwards mi price chart - but Hmmmm Baby (The Séduction Sélection) by Fat Harry White 

Finally, the continuing success of Robbie Williams has had a rejuvenating effect on Take That's Greatest Hits recently. While Robbie has had both of his solo albums in the Top 10 at the same time, many new fans have also been checking out Take That catalogue, with the group's Greatest Hits album the biggest beneficiary. The album 

R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES 
This last Title Artisl Label Cat. No. (Distributor) 

i; 1 132 1WANT YOU FOR MYSELF Another Level/Ghostface Killah Northwestside 74321643632 (BMG) 2 El GETONTHEBUS Desliny'sChild featuringTimbaland EaslWestE3780CD(W) 3 1 END OFTHELINE Honeyr lstAvenue/MercuryHNZCD2|F) 4 2 MIAMI Will Smith Columbia 6666782 (SM| 5 3 TAKEMETHERH Blackstreet&MyafeatMase&BlinkyBlink Inlerscope (BMG) 6 4 HARDKNOCK LIFE (GHETTO ANTHEM) JayZ Northwestside 74321635331IBMGI 7 5 WAROFNERVES AU Saints London L0NCD 421 (FI 8 6 HAVE YOU EVER? Brandy Atlantic AT OOSSCDIWI 9 8 H0W DEEP ISY0UR LOVE DruHill Island Black Music 12IS 725 (F) 10 7 THE GREATEST LOVE,,. Lutricia McNeal WildstarCDWILD 11IW) 11 9 IFS ALL YOURS MCLyte féal Gina Thompson EaslWestE3789T|WI 12 12 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy&Monica AtianticAT0036T(W) 13 11 EVERYTIME JanelJackson VirginVST1720(EI 14 10 GUESS1 WAS A EOOL AnotherLevel Northweslside74321621202|BMG) 15 14 GHETTO SUPASTAR... Pras Michel féal ODB & Mya InterscopelND 95593 (BMG) 15 15 BLUEANGELS Pras Ruffhouse 6666215 (SMI 17 16 UTTIE BIT0FLOVIN' KeleleRoc isiAvenue/WildCard/Polydor5672812|F) 18 22 DAYOREAMIN' TatyanaAIi ^ Ts^lflW) 

This Last lilte Artisl label Cat. No. iOifflibutorl : 1 133 CASSIUS1999 Cassius Virgin DINST177 (El lia 4 GOOD RHYMES OaClick RrrFX353(Fl 3 3 YOUSHOULDBE.. Blocksler Sound 01 MinislryMOS 128 (3MV/SM) 4 1 PRAISEYOU Fatboy Slim SkintSKINT42(3MV/P| 5 133 MORE THAN THIS Emmie Manifesto FESX 52 (El 6 133 BAD GIRLS/ILIKE JulietRoberts DeliriousOEUXIKPI 7 6 DISCO BABES FROM OUTER SPACE Babelnstinct Positiva 12TIV103(EI 8 5 NO GOOD Da Pool flrrFX352IF| 9 133 GETONTHEBUS Desliny's Child feat Timbaland EastWestE3780T(WI 10 133 PROTECTYOURMIND DJ Sakin & Friands Additive 12AD033 (VI 11 D STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART Doolally Locked On/Citybeat LOX 104T (W) 12 133 WILD IN THE AISEES EP KraftyKuts Ministry Of Sound FSUKT6 (1 13 133 BE BRAVE ModelSOO R&S RS98I35XI3MV/P1 14 O WHATYAGOT 4 ME Signum TldyTraxTIDY 118T(BMG) 15 2 PROTECTYOURMIND DJ Sakin & Friands Additive 12AO032IV) 16 133 HAPPY DAY SJCIealWayne Allen ConnectcdC0N6T|P) 17 O 1998 BinaryFinary Positiva 12TIV98 (E) 
19 133 7TH SON BigNoddy CasaNostraCASAI03|ADDI 20 O" SENSE OF DANGER Presence feat. Shara Nelson Pa9anPAGAN024(VI 

19 13 EACHTIMH E-17 lesar 20 23 ARE YOU THAT SOMEBODY? Aaliyah Atlantic AT 0047CD (W 21 ,8 HAPPY HOME 2Pac Eagle EAG12058 (3MV/BMG) 22 17 ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST Oueen/WyclelJeanffrasMicheVFrea DreamworksDRMT22^4(BMG) 23 20 COMEWITHME PuHDaddyreaiJimmyPage Epie6662842(SMI 24 28 H0MEAL0NE RKellyfealKeithMurray 25 27 BECAUSE IG0TITL1KE THAT Jungle Brothers Gee StreelA/Z GEE 500M OMV/n 26 25 TOPOFTHEWOHID Brandy.ea.Mase 27 19 THF cmer enrrrr Mnnica Rowdy/Ansla74321613342|BMG) « 13 THEFIRSTNIGHT Moroca F«rWp«F3849C0{WI 28 34 SWINGMYWAY KP&Envyi ^ 29 21 1 WANT YOU BACK MelanieBfealMissyElliott VirginVST1716(E| 1 WANT YOU BACK CooltempoCDC00LS340|E| 30 29 SEXYCINDERELLA , Lynden David Hall p 
© CIN. Compiied Irom data from a panel of independents and speciatist multiples. 

DAKCE ALBUMS 
^ ^ YOU'VE C0ME A LONG WAY, BABY FatboyShm SkintBRASSICIIlP/BRASSIC IIMCOMV/P) 2 (sa 2FUTURE4UEP Armand Van Helden Av8 AVH0998/-(Import) 3 4 EXTINCTION LEVELEVENT/TINAlWORLD FRONT Busta Rhymes Elektra 7559622111/7559622114 (Wl 4 (53 PEEL SESSIONS Autechre Warp WAP 112/-(V) 5 o CHARTER THREEEP RamTrilogy Ram RAMM 24/-(SRD) 6 2 MY LOVE ISYOUB LOVE Whilney Houston Arista-/07822190374(BMG) 7 ta THE MISEDUCATION OE LAURYN HILL LaurynHill Columbia 4898431/4898434 (SMI 8 ES ANOTHERLEVEL AnolherLevai Northwestside-/74321582414(BMG) 9 5 FLESH 0E MY FLESH BLOODOFMYBLOOD DMX DefJam 5386401/-(FI 

10 3 #1s Mariah Carey Columbia 4926041/4926044 (SMI 

MUSIC VIDEO ■ VIDEO 

STEPSlhG Video ORIGINAL CAST RECORDlNG;Cats jentlemen-Best 01 Flatleys Feet 01 Fiâmes VARIOUS ARTISTS:Hey MrPtoduccrl BOYZONElive - Where We Belong 
CUFF RICHARD & CASTHeathclifl MICHAEL FLATLEYlord 01 The Dence CUFF RICHARD* Aeeivereery Concert 

Wl 0684523 Video Collection VC4146 W105866S3 PolyGram Video 0573963 Video Collection VC4t35 Wl 431883 Video Collection VC4U7 Chrysalis 4921463 oiji RitzRIT2BW11 BMG Video 74321606583 
Rit2R2V27 

RADI0HEAD:Meeling People Is E UVE CAST RECOROINGles Misérables le Ce THE CORRSlive AtTho Royal Albert Hall FRANK SINATRAtHy Way 
BILL WHElAN:Riveidance-l METALUCAConnieg Stonls CELINE DIONliveln Memp F0STER & ALLEN:Gteatest I SPICE GlRLSlGirl Powerl -1 

tfidèo Collection VC4127 

ls-& Somo That Will Be 

AlLSAINTS:AIISainls DURAN DURANtGreatesi - The Vider STEREOPHONICSiivo At CardiH 
PolyGram Video EÔ3783 EMI4921433 Visual VSLHXM? 

AUEN-RESURRECTION TITANIC Fo: I JUMANJI Columbia Tristar CVR341)29 MATILOA Columbia Tristar CVI24512V ANTHEAH)RNER-T0NE,UFT. Wll)585243 STARSHIPTR00PERS Toochslone 0610780 LORRAINE KEUY- PolyGram Video 0592103 GEORGE 0F THE JUNGLE BuenaVrsta 0610108 i STEPSrThe Video i FLY AWAY HOME I SP1CEW0RLD - THE MOVtE PolyGram \Adeo057IB63 I BEVERLEY CALiARO... Video Collection VC8742 THE UTTIE MERMAID 
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PIIIUIJNI 
Rates; Appointments: £30.00 per single column centimètre (minimum 4cm x 2 col) Business to Business: £10.00 per single column centimètre Situations Wanted: £12.00 per single column centimètre Box Numbers: £12.00 extra Published weekly each Monday, dated following Saturday Copy date: Advertisements may be placed untillhursday 10 a.m. for publication Monday (space permitting), flll rates subjecl to standard VAX  

VISA 

WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

Cancellation Deadline: Wednesday 10 a.m. before publication Monday. To place an advertisement please contact Charlie Boardley & Scott Green, Music Week - Classified Depl, Miller Freeman pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montague Close. London SE1 SUR Tel: 0171-921 5937 Fax: 0171-921 5984 AN Box Humber Replies To flddress flbove  

head of 

music 
. We're looking for th 
V best music prograrr jk to fill this pivotai roi 

. /W * . Vou'll need a real flair for m scheduling and be able to t m to-day responsibility for ail of Virgln's music policy. :'n additi00 to considérable 
CQI11S] 

We're looking for the UK's best music programmer to fill this pivotai rôle. 
You'll need a real flair for music scheduling and be able to take day- to-day responsibility for ail aspects of Virgin's music policy. 
In addition to considérable experience in a médium or major market, the successful applicant will be able to demonstrate a natural affinity for the spirit, attitude and ethos of Virgin Radio. 
If you have great ears, a passion for the music we play, experience of Selector and a solid understanding of research in a compétitive market then we'd like to hear from you. 

Ptease app/y in writing by January 29th to 

Virgin Radio is an equal opportunities employer. 

• Are you a studio or manufacturer/designer of studios or studio equipment? 
• Have you had a studio refurbished or iaunched a new produot/service recently? 
• Interested in promoting the produots/servioes you offerte the Music Industryat 

• Using colour photos and your own éditorial, the Recording Services Show- case can promote your Company to over 12,500 key players! 
For more information on how to reach the people that matter call Scott or Charlie on Tel: 0171 940 8593 

Independent retail video label 

OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE 
Duties include stock control, programme editing, BBFC liaison, order processing and technical management. 

Salary dépendent on experience. 
Please send CV with détails of current salary to: 

Contender Ltd, 81 Piccadilly, 
London W1V 9HB 

also lo conlribule lo A & R and business affaire. Our caialogue ranges ta Ihe aram-ganie tlirough mainslream pop to conlempo- rary danœ styles; »e also tqircscnl a numbcr of composere of film music. If )ou have good negotiaung skills, and eclectic musical undersiamnding, and suffi- cient background knov lcdge lo operatc in these areas, please send pou CV wilh a cov- ering lelier slaling pour ornent salaty lo-. Box Numbcr 153 Music Week-Classified DcpL Miller Freeman pic, Founli Floor, 8 Montague Close. London SEI 9UR 

ADMINISTRATION 
ASSISTANT 

Required 

be Counterpoint System would be 
Please write or fax to: 
BetuI Al-Bassam V2 Music Publishing Ltd 99c Talbot Road London Wll 2AT 
Fax; 0171 471 3610 

V 

APP0INTMENTS 

Recording 
Services 

Showcase 

Bucks _J"- 
g1 r O U P 

COPYRIGHT MANAGER 
Required for long established 

independent publishing company. 
Position includes liaising with our overseas companies, contract administration and 

copyright administration (Counterpoint). 
Please send your C.V. including current salary to: 

Claire Pieroni, Head of Personnel 
Bucks Music Ltd, Onward House 

11 Uxbridge Street, London W8 7TQ 

Do you live and breathe music, 
and want to share your passion? 

We are a major independent record label with a varied rosier of new and established chart acfs ... We are looking for a national radio promotions person, reporting directly to our Head of Promotions. You will deal with Radio 1, Capital, Xfm, Kiss, GLR, Virgin and the other major London stations, so previous experience is preferred. 
Ali applications will be treated in the strictest confidence ta P.O. Box No: 154, Miller Freeman Entertainment Group, Miller Freeman Pic 8 Montague Close, 4th Floor, London Bridge, London SEI 9UR 

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVE 
Busy central London publishing house requires cxperienced advertising executive to sell across a sériés of titles covering the video and home entertainment industry. 

face of home viewing would be an advantage. Suit ambitious executive looking for challenging next move on the career ladder. Compétitive salary and commission (or the right candidate, Apply by CV and covering letler lo: Angola Thomas, Video Business Publications Ltd., Strandgate, 18/20 York Buildings, London WC2N 6JU. 
No Agencies please. 

20 
 ,. „eptlonists. royallties and copyright admlnh Call! Lorraine Wlndel 0171 192 2900 or fax: OIT, n 
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Intensive Mnsic luciuslrj Ovcnlcw 8 Wcck Pari Tirac Evcning Course ture, Inlematonal, Publishing Management, Roy-aity Calculalions, " " ' clurin9&Distribution. 
ïlic Music A&R Programme rd Company A&R Slruclure. Licensing, Artist Development, Pubbshing D"";xers & Producets. Case SludesiPraclical Sesr— 

for An Informiition Pack Call Global on 0171583 0236 
Creative packaging 
Solutions 

CD, DVD and Mini Disc Packaging Solutions 
CD Fetish Case, CD Tins 
Coloured CD Jewel Cases (Optional Screen Printing) 
Slim Doubles, Multi Packs plus many more 
>Bespoke Design Service 
Tel: 01635 299777 Fax: 01635 299888 e-mail: total_spectrum@msn.com 

Winter Music and South by Southwest 
with the officiai agents 

:commodation call 0171 627 2200 ill guy@musiclraveI.co.uk 

LEIVIOIU 
CD duplication getting it right first time téléphoné 01278 43 42 41 

) 'Save jubbly, have bubbly, with Dudleyi' _ 'U2 can have your CD's pressed by Lemon' 

GETVOUR 
PROMOTIONS 

ON TARGET 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
-Specidist - In Replacemer 

CD album cases available in clear or coloured CD single cases - ail types of double CD cases Trays available in standard coloured and clear ' Cassette cases single & doubles 1 Video cases ail coîours & sizes 1 Card maslerbags CD, Video, Cassette - 7" 10" 12" 1 Paper 7" 12" & 12" POIYLINED 1 Polylhene sleeves & Resealable sleeves 1 Mailing envelopes, Video 7" & 12" CD various types available. Also ail sizes of jiffy bags 1 Window displays ' CD/Record cleaning dolhs • PVC sleeves for 7" 10" 12" and CD 

Phone for somples Phone: 01283 566823 Fax; 01283 568631 Unit 2, Pork Street, Burlon On Trenl, Staffs. DE14 3SE 
FOR SALE 

'LIFT' CD DISPLAY RACKS 
30 'Discplay One' units 6 'Discplay Two' units plus quantity of dividers, adaptors etc. also, two anodised aluminium profile De Lux chart racks and one 'Lift' listening post. 

Tel: 01483 457833 
THE DAVIS 

GROUP 7" Maiiers, 

THE MUSIC STOREFITTING SPECIALISTS 

REWAM CASH AVAILABLE 

CHEAPO CHEflPO RECORDS ITD 53 Rupert Street, London Wl Tel: 0171-437 82/2 

INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS TEL: 01480 414204 FAX; 01480 414205 

4jR 
TUKE BOX 
SERVICES 

OVER 300 IIJKEBOXES " IN STOCK 
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ASE. SAMPLING te EÛ, EFFECTS USE, 

m SSS-S^ «««»»" s» FAX 0118 - 251 4485 > UON KUALI, 1 wiv.rv M10DLES1IXW1 • 

in store security cases 
• maximum security for audio visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product ■ easy to use and fully guaranteed 

Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert Housc Sheet Street, Windsor Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 705030 Fax: 01753 831541 

POSTING RECORDS, 
CD's, CASSETTES, DAT? 

Then use our 
PROTECTIVE ENVELOPES 
For ALL your packaging needs - call us NOWU 
Contact Kristina on: 0181-341 7070 

Stanley House 
A programming room bas become available at Stanley House. Our facilities include:- SSL J Sériés with Radar, tie linked to ail programming rooms, Private restaurant and Bar, Car Park, Roof Garden. 

Recent clients in the main studio include:- George Michael, Gary Barlow, Bjork, Sweet Sanity, Another Level, Conner Reeves, E17, Luce Drayton, Hinda Hicks and Glamma Kid. 
For détails call Verity Boys on 0181-735-0280. 

VIDEO DUPLICATION & DUBBING 

ESEZBED' 

480 CD tray dcar £32 
TRACKBACK 



wmrn 

BETAIL FOCUS: HONEST |0K'S 
by Karen Faux ■ «onest Jon's bas occupied its Portobello IfRoad site in London's buzzing Ladbroke I iGrove for the past 20 years and remains an important port of call not only for locals but aiso for overseas tourists and music fans from ail over the UK, Alan Scholefield and bis partner Mark Ainley bought the store from founder Jon Clare in 1992 and have worked hard to maintain its réputation as one of the capital's finest indie record shops. "Because of our experience in running the store prior to buying it, we were able to provide 

1995 we went a step further by acquiring next door premises, which now houses jazz,' example. In addition to jazz, Honest Jon's range of gospel CD sitting next music spans reggae, soul, hip hop, ' ' 

inyl," says Scholefield. Vinyl ' important part me miss c.v.    in'S 0ffer ahd it ndjôining^s'hopis" matched by a range of generally oarries between releases that Is guaranteed to provide 2,OOM OOO vinyl reteases something new for even the most seasoned in both partsj>nhe shop. jnados. Classlc John Coltrane and Miles j records mingle with the latest releases ; Petuvian singer Susanna Baca and Ethiopian funksters Ethiopique. Part of the raison d'etrelsoffering records which ^Viere^s^any s< widely avallable. "We source releases hac| ^ through our wlde range of distributors an japanese magazines and we also follow ail the reviews in speclallst are a|ways t0 fjnd magazines," says partner Alan Scholefield. how many pe0p|e know jout the shop," he says. A particularly good time for Honest Jon's is ' annual Notting Hill Carnival rolls out 

: often crops up in the pr 

y. The d eclecticism of the stock with a huge, coiourful mural depicting a range of black artists and On tf their labels aiong with vintage gig and blax- ploitation film posters. "People enjoy rooting around in the racks and immersing themselves 

Every couple o ip hop front, Rawkus's Mos Ainley spii a strong seller and there are lots of trips to the US. "V\ :or the hard-edgedtechno style of Berlin Détroit, Chicago i ■s and Eighties aiways de 
IN-STORE THIS WEEK 

. Dance radio single - TQ: Windows - sale with CDs at £5.99 or five for £20; In-store and "" press ads - Terrorvision. Gerald Finzi. Jacqueline Du Pre. Brunswick Box set, Keb'Mo, Mariah Carey, Robbie Williams, Crazy Cajun catalogue 
":V"\ A,bum " wi" In-Store - TQ, The Offspnng, Humate. Busta Rhymes, Gay " A ' Dad. Terrorvision. Duran Duran. Enaelbert 

lie Williams; Video - Fighting Fat k And Fighting Fit; In-store - sale with two CDs i or three cassettes for £10. video sale with 50% off selected catalogue, fitness video promotion 
Ï Windows - Evelyn Glennie, Roberto Alagna and Angela Georghui, Andréas Vanessa Mae, Charlotte Church, sale 

Single - Gay Dad: Windows and In-store - Best Of '98 promotion featuring selected albums at £9.99, Robbie Williams 
ninnnplR^ Selecta listening posts " Morcheeba- The BlnnS£ SK Egg, 2Pac, Tribe Called Quest, Rialto, neiWDTK Entombed, Pinnacle compilation, Skinny Puppy; in-store at Mojo recommended retailers - Signifyingl, Jungle Funk, Snowboy & The Latin Section, Leon.Thomas 

zOD Singles - TQ, Duran Duran, The Offspring, The Divine Comedy: Albums - Mark Owen, Relax: Ultimate 'SOs Mix 2: Video - Good Will Hunting, The Fugitive 
Singles - TQ, The Offspring, Gay Dad. Busta Rhymes, Duran Duran; Windows - Best Of '98 promotion, Fatboy Sllm, Massive Attack, Steps; In-store - Robbie Williams, Steps, Alanis Morissette; Press ads - Clubbers' Guide To '99, Relax: Ultimate '80s Mix 2, The Offspring, Busta Rhymes, 911 

j Rhymes, Duran Duran, Paul V Windows - four CDs for £"" ce, The Offspring; In-store - fo 

lvfei.'.i:Mx-.;-Tïïn Singles - Busta Rhymes, Duran Duran, ^ Gay Dad, Humate, The Offspring, Sebadoh, Terrorvision, TQ: Windows - sale with CDs at £7.99: In-store - sale, Vital CDs at £9.99, Trevor Nelson's R&B sélection, three Naxos CDs for £12; TV ads - Busta Rhymes, Gay Dad, The Oftspring, TQ (The Box); Press ads - Studio 54, Mercury Rev, The Divine Comedy 
WH Smith store - Best Of '98 promotion featuring selected albums at £9.99; Listening posts - The Cardigans, Essential Strauss 
W00LW0RTHS Singles - Gay Dad, The Offspring: Album - Fatboy Slim; In-store - George Michael, Clubbers' Guide To '99, Best Of '98 promotion with 100 CDs from £9.99 

BEHIND THE 
COUNTER 

MANDY CLARKE, manager, MVC, Cardiff 
fe ince opening four years ago, tf W now has the biggest turnover f Ir chain. It's slightiy off-pitch as I 

te shopfioor gets a serious battering. It is good to see DVD performing well. W tarted supporting the format last summer nd we are findmg that. with the incentive i 
interested will buy every title. We also sell DVD hardware and we are seeing take-up from a lot of LaserDisc buyers. We've got about two métrés of shelf space devoted to DVD and Con Air is our current best seller. Since Christmas there have been hardiy 
with Charlotte Church, who was our artisl of the month in December. The fact that she 

is from Cardiff has helped to make her a huge seller here. We are currently focusing on an Artists Of The Millennium campaign. which will be ongoing throughout this year. Every month we are featuring a différent act to give back catalogue a boost. This month Queen is featured and we are selling back catalogue CDs for £10.99 and their Greatest Hits boxed sets for £15.99. Looking ahead, we are anticipating big business with Blondie's fortheoming album in February, and Beth Orton and Van Morrlson will also be big performers in 
Our cardholder scheme is still going strong and we had 8,000 people sign up for it in December alone. Wales is proving a strong area for MVC. We opened our fourth store in South Wales just before Christmas and, v/ith 20 more openings planned for this year, there could be more coming to this 

ON THE ROAD 

SEAN CONNQRS, Vital rep for the North West 
"■il e're pretty fired up at the moment UU as we've just found out that Vital is ■ ■ handling ail of the XL catalogue this year. The label goes down very well m my area. which includes a mix of multiples aiong with strong indies such as Liverpool's Probe, Preston's Action Records and Manchester's Piccadilly Records. We are also excited about the prospect of sellingP the fortheoming Beta Band album which is destined to be big. Business is pretty upb 

the end of February. 
t Gus Gus aiways get m anticipating a strong iw single, which is out £ 

talking to my 

it right ne 
our Christmas campaign. There was a very healthy take-up of our free compilation CD Lounge Music 3, which was available through picking up a leaflet displayed in the Chain With No Name stores. This kind of exercise aiways proves useful for building profile and developing databases This week I am working on the Inner City single Buena Vida which should be a Top 10 

Rhythmes Digitales, who will have an album out in the not too distant future. Manchester's Badly Drawn Boy is also steadily gaining a following. So far he has released three EPs and now a fourth is scheduled for February 4. A lot of my 
l've been working for Vital for more than four years now and every year the business has grown. Last year we surprised a lot of 

we'll be working a new Tom Jones for a couple of years or more and, as everyone is really enthusiastic about the music, we're ail puiling in the same direction." 
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what it de»?1'0 
peter, Paul and 

draftod It 
moment le roeelva a I outstandlng contribution award. Instead,   that al|-P07rf"lj;'V;''!"^:ift?|f

r,t
H

a 7 «ALCOLM GERRIE, executive producer USA ANDERSON and commlttoe chalrman and head of polntlng PAUL CONHOY (1) who were more than ready to 
got thelr hand. on the merchandlso question at la.t Mondays (January 11) Brita nominations bash at London's Cafe do Parla. So you didn t llke the Academy's cholces? Woll, whatever you do don't blâme the MESSENGER (2) for the non-appearance of Boyzone, the Splce Glrls & Co in the list. In fact, MELINDA (rlght) was on hand to congratulate BILLIE on hor nominations In the bost Brltlsh nowcomor and best Brltlsh femalo solo artlst catégories. 

sponsors MasterCard as their 
"personality", she revealed at last 
Monday's Brits nominations do at 
London's Cafe de Paris she is already 
looking to make the most of her new- 
found position. "As a goodwill gesture, 
might they forget about my December 
crédit card bill?" she pondered...The 
Brits, meanwhile, really is travelling far 
afield these days. As Paul Conroy 
revealed at the launch, TV rights have 
now been sold to Swaziland...On the 
subjects of travelling and the Brits, that 
nightmare journey home from 
Docklands is about to be made a hell of 
a lot easier. Those generous people at 
Sound Republic have agreed to organise 
a fleet of mini buses to take people 
back to central London from midnight 
onwards after the February 16 event, To 
book your place ring Lara Kroll at Sound 
Republic on 0171-287 
1010...He and his band 
may have been overlooked at the Brits, 
but Boyzone's Shane 
Lynch can boast of one 
new win under his belt. 
The heart-throb beat 

0 . former British Rally rowing, pains i champion Alister McRae 
and Le Mans winner 
Allan McNish in his car 
race début at 

Remember where you heard it: Word 
has it that John Kennedy is near to fillingthe vacant managing directorship 
at PolyGram Ireland after entering into discussions with an exiled Dubliner. The 
candidate is superbly qualified because 
he has already run one Mercury outpost 
and is intimate with the Irish rockocracy 
because he is already very much a part 
of the U2 family...Talking of U2, they 
have begun work on a new album (not 
another best of) in a studio with Brian 
Eno and are rumoured to intend working 
with Howie B again...Radiohead start 
work with producer Nigel Godrich on 
their third album in a Paris studio in two 
weeks...Compétition is hotting up for the 
East West MDship. Names in the ring 
include Mark Poster, lan Grenfell, Mark 
Crossingham and late entrant Peter 
Price...lVlarieIla Frostrup clearly isn't one to miss a trick. Drafted in by new Brits 

liTiTi 
Sony chief Paul Burger entertains 
Columbia boss Ged Doherty in his office 
today (Monday)...Dooley was happy to 
help out PC Plod this week in the hunt 
for Ronnie Laine s former record 
company. The police were investigating 
the alibi of a suspect they were holding 
in custody for a murder committed in 
1974. Apparently, the suspect's alibi 
rested largely on whether Laine and his 
band were playing on the night of the 
crime ...Dooley reckons the new Blur 
country gospel single Tender sounds 
more llke John Lennon's Give Peace A 
Chance than some of the Rolling Stones 
comparisons flying around...Anyway, 
forget ail that - Dooley can reveal 
they've gone ail Sex Pistols-cheeky with 
one album track entitled B.L.U.R.E.M.l. 
EMI président Tony Wadsworth assures 
Dooley it is a tribute to their 
relationship; Damon Albarn points out 
the correct pronunciation of the track is 
"Blur-R-EMI"...What a week it's been for 
Robbie Williams. Six nominations at the 
Brits, getting a public apology from The 
MirroTs Matthew Wright (when's it the 
Spice Girls' lum Wrighty?) and then 
wowing them in LA, where he 
performed a couple of showeases last 
week for staff and the média... 
Congratulations to Ricochet 
management's Stephen King and 
Amanda Searle on the birth of a baby 
boy, Maxwell King... 

Nominated for 
Best British Female 
Solo Artlst 

gultar stars, MIKE SMITH, was the début commercial release, To Earth 
Oatprham Could Iron Maiden be With Love, Is released today (Monday) and hl caternam... |ist on Friday plctured over a g|ass of the nzzy stllff at 
looking to follow David Bowie m London,s 0x<) Tower are (|.r): iawyer paul lennon, a&r thP hond stakes? ...Dooley WOUld direetor SALLY PERRYMAN, the band's JAMES RISEBORO and u fl.. nn thp wall When NIGEL HOYLE, a penslvo-looking SMITH, REICHARDT, manager llke to be a fly on the wan wnen ^ ember ^ (knee|!ng) the band.8 BAZ and CUFF J0NES. 
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